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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 
October – December 2021 

 

Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 

officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 

emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 

 

The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 

newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 

marketing campaigns. 

 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth 

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Lifestyle 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 

 

 

Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 

issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 

 

 NBC4 News Conference  

The NBC4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays from 

9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 

community leaders, and government officials. 

 

NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 

problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 
 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:00am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11a 11:00am – 11:30am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 4p 4:00pm – 5:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5p 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6p 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 7p 7:00pm – 7:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News 9:00pm – 10:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 12:00am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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2:46 10/4/2021 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

all of that, plus we’re still dealing with a significant oil spill.  
governor gavin newsom tonight issued a state of emergency on 
the spill that’s closed beaches in orange county.  this declaration 
will provide additional resources from the department of fish and 
wildlife and emergency services.  and the first class action lawsuit 
has now been filed in federal court to recover damages for 
residents and businesses impacted by the oil spill.  nbc4’s hetty 
chang is following these developments.  she joins us live right 
now from huntington beach.  hetty.  reporter: chuck, that’s right.  
certainly a lot to unravel here.  first we should tell you it’s been 
raining pretty steadily here in huntington beach for the past few 
hours or so.  it really was that intense lightning that put the 
cleanup efforts on hold.  crews managed to make some progress.  
they’ve now collected 4,200 gallons of oil, and it appears the bulk 
of the spill has now moved about two miles offshore.  much of 
orange county’s pristine coastline shut down tonight by lightning 
and the continued cleanup of a weekend oil spill that huntington 
beach city leaders believe has now grown to 144,000 gallons, up 
from 126,000. 

2:41 10/4/2021 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

our i-team is looking into the history of the company that operates 
the rig responsible for the massive spill.  investigative reporter 
lolita lopez has those findings.  i’m angry because we just got 
through dealing with a huge infrastructure failure at the aliso 
canyon and socal gas facility that left a trail of six years of 
litigation.   reporter: santa monica attorney gary prag lan says the 
oil spill off the orange county coast appears to him like part of a 
larger pattern with some utility companies.  we don’t know yet 
whether it was failure to detect or inspect or repair or maintain or 
all of the above.  but something went horribly wrong.   reporter: 
gary’s law partner says unlike the government’s role in 
maintaining public infrastructure --  it’s going to fall on the owners 
and operators because these aren’t roads that the public uses.  
these are privately owned and maintained, and they are for-profit 
businesses.   reporter: businesses that they say must keep up 
safety procedures and maintenance.  federal inspectors then 
make sure safety tests are performed as seen in this video from 
the bureau of safety and environmental enforcement. 

0:26 10/4/2021 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

wildlife experts are doing what they can to save animals impacted 
by the oil spill on the water and of course the oil gets into the sand 
as well.  birds are especially at risk because oil gets into their 
feathers. 

0:44 10/5/2021 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we take you right out live now to commerce.  that’s where crews 
have been battling a recycling yard fire.   eliana moreno live 
overhead for us in newschopper4 alpha.  they’ve been battling 
this fire for about 40 minutes now.  it’s located just off of 61st 
street, which is near the majors of eastern and slauson, and 
adjacent to the 710 freeway here in commerce. 
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2:26 10/5/2021 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now to that developing story off the orange county coast.  we are 
learning what might have caused more than 130,000 gallons of oil 
to leak into the pacific and more about the flawed response from 
the energy company that owns that ruptured pipeline.  nbc4’s 
hetty chang is in huntington beach tonight with the details for us.  
hetty.  reporter: carolyn, that’s right.  nbc news obtained a federal 
report tonight that shows that the first signs of trouble happened 
in the middle of the night, and it may have been hours before 
anyone acted.  three days after hundreds of thousands of gallons 
of crude oil spilled into orange county waters, newly released 
federal findings beg the question, could much of it have been 
prevented? preliminary findings reveal workers in beta offshore’s 
control room received a low pressure alarm at 2:30 saturday 
morning, indicating a potential problem.  but it wasn’t until more 
than three hours later that the oil rig operators shut down the 
pipeline.  and according to investigators, the company waited 
three more hours to notify the national response center. 

1:06 10/11/2021 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we continue to follow a story out of san diego county.  a small 
plane crashed into a residential neighborhood hitting homes and 
killing at least two people.  tonight we’re getting a look at a 
doorbell camera.  the video caught the moment of impact.  take a 
look here.  take a look on the right side of your screen.  it’s a twin 
engine cessna.  it hit several homes in santee.  it also hit a ups 
truck.  one of the victims was the driver of that ups truck.  the 
other was the pilot, identified as a cardiologist from arizona. 

0:46 10/11/2021 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

one week after that oil spill in huntington beach, the city is now 
giving the all-clear for people to go back into the water.  but there 
is still some concern over why that spill happened in the first 
place.  the cleanup certainly far from over.  city officials say 1,500 
workers will continue to comb through the sand there looking for 
any kind of toxic waste. 

2:57 10/18/2021 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

well, it has now been two weeks and still no change.  the odor in 
carson is still there, and tonight city leaders are calling on the 
governor to declare a state of emergency.  good evening.  i’m 
chuck henry.   and i’m colleen williams.  nbc4’s hetty chang live in 
carson for us right now where tonight hundreds of residents are 
really staying out of the area.  hetty.  reporter: chuck and colleen, 
the odor has gotten so bad that carson’s mayor says tonight more 
than 200 residents are now staying in hotel rooms.  another 140 
on the wait list to get into those hotel rooms and to get out of 
carson.  is the stench still here? yes, it is, and residents say it’s 
been too long.  time has not been on carson’s side.  that lingering 
stench, the one like rotten eggs, is still here two weeks later.  i 
feel like it’s getting worse kind of.   reporter: this boba shop 
manager says he sprays febreze each morning only for the odor 
to come creeping back.   it gets pretty bad, the smell.  reporter: 
those who live right near the dominguez channel where the 
hydrogen sulfide is coming from had hoped for some relief by 
now.  since friday, l.a.  county public works crews have been 
trying to neutralize the odor by spraying a solution along the 
channel. 

0:19 10/18/2021 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

maybe you were caught in the traffic.  a major spill shut down 
traffic on the 5 freeway tonight.  this big rig flipped over near 
dodger stadium, spilling roughly 2,200 gallons of antifreeze on the 
road. 
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0:27 10/18/2021 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

today crews have come to a teen’s rescue after his car dropped 
into a sinkhole.  the ground opened up on altadena and mountain 
street.  this is not far from pasadena high school.  crews had to 
hoist the car out of the hole. 

0:56 10/19/2021 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

21 houston astros fans were on what one of them called the trip of 
a lifetime to game four of the playoffs in boston when their large 
private jet, a converted airliner, crashed into a field just off the end 
of the runway and burst into flames.  it never got airborne, and 
that may have saved everyone onboard.  the pilot tried to stop the 
md-87 on the runway, but it was good too fast. 

0:09 11/2/2021 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
and we get to this breaking news now at 11:00.  this is coming to 
us from studio city. 

0:35 11/2/2021 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

19.  we got on the south side of the bridge.   and then, there is 
this.  a rescue that happened last week in indiana.  an officer 
running to the scene where a teenager accidentally drove their 
car into a lake in munsee, indiana.  the officer making a mad dash 
toward the water. 

0:56 11/2/2021 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

dog is recovering tonight after it was attacked by a mountain lion 
in laverne.  now, this is not a small dog, as you can see.  a pitbull 
mix.  and its owners say the dog likely saved their lives.  the 
owners of the 8-year-old named rocky say it happened saturday 
night around 8:00 in the evening at their home.  rocky tried to 
chase the mountain lion away and at one point the mountain lion 
had rocky in its mouth, then let it go and rocky obviously survived 
but had to be stitched up at the vet. 

3:02 11/3/2021 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we’re also tracking breaking news outside griffith park where a 
texas band may have brought the house down at the greek 
theater tonight, but this tree came down with it, landing on a 
parking lot of cars.  dozens of cars, in fact, were damaged out 
here.  beverly white is live for us right now in griffith park where 
people are just finding out about their cars, aren’t they, beverly? 
reporter: that’s right, colleen.  and they’re not happy in the least.  
some are in good spirits because they realized it could have been 
much worse.  we’re talking about a concert tonight by the band 
that was disrupted by this massive tree fall.  let me step aside so 
you can see the roots of this tree.  we’re talking about a pine 
that’s 90 feet tall, or it was.  it collapsed around 8:00 p.m.  and we 
got video to share with you as well of the original response to not 
just the tree fall but a woman who was slightly injured.  the fire 
department confirms that took away a woman in her 30s with 
slight leg injuries.  again, according to the recreational parks 
department, this is a 90-foot aleppo pine that landed on dozens of 
cars tonight.  most concertgoers are still unaware.  a lot of them 
are in surprisingly good spirits.  we spoke with one woman who 
came out to beat traffic and find out she could not drive away in 
her tesla. 

0:21 11/3/2021 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this.  a florida driver takes flight in a fiery crash at a 
car wash over the weekend.  the driver hit a curb apparently at 
115 miles an hour. 
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1:40 11/10/2021 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now at 11:00, a terrible crash caught on camera.  a 12-year-old 
boy who was a passenger in the car was killed at this intersection 
in south gate.  witnesses tried desperately to help out.  police say 
the man behind the wheel of the pickup truck is an off duty 
deputy.  nbc 4’s hetty chang spoke to some witnesses of this 
crash and the victim’s family.  reporter: candles and flowers 
marked the spot here where a 12-year-old boy lost his life.  little 
isiah’s family shared his picture, now posted on their go fund me 
site.  a security camera captures his sister, who survived the 
crash, making a left turn onto san juan avenue last wednesday 
afternoon.  another camera captures a speeding truck coming at 
them. 

0:49 11/12/2021 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

in houston, attorneys have filed dozens of lawsuits on behalf of 
more than 100 victims of the astroworld concert tragedy.  nine 
people died during a crowd surge when rapper travis scott was 
performing onstage.  we will make sure that they get justice 
because this should have never, ever happened.  meanwhile, 
scott’s attorney, ed mcpherson, spoke with nbc affiliate kprc about 
his client and about what happened that night in houston. 

0:34 11/15/2021 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

two people are dead and two others injured when a car collides 
with a semi-truck.  it happened into moorpark.  newschopper4 
was over the scene near grimes canyon road just after 4:00 this 
afternoon.  ventura county fire cut the car apart to reach the three 
people trapped inside the crushed silver toyota. 

0:32 11/15/2021 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a surprising discovery in the ashes from a house fire that broke 
out this weekend.  firefighters were called to put out this fire in 
lancaster early saturday morning.  the home located on andale 
avenue was fully engulfed and there appeared to be nothing left. 

1:01 11/22/2021 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we’re following breaking news from manhattan beach right now.  
a big police presence there after a fatal crash.   eliana moreno live 
overhead for us in newschopper4 alpha.  eliana.   reporter: this 
accident is on sepulveda boulevard and marine.  it happened less 
than an hour ago.  this is a four-car crash where tragically it 
appears at least two people have lost their lives though at this 
point it is unclear how many people have been injured total. 

0:21 11/22/2021 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and we have some new video.  this is from the 134 freeway 
tonight.  newschopper4 alpha over at least a couple of dozen cars 
with blown-out tires after hitting sheet metal that was in the road 
there. 

0:28 11/22/2021 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this video from news chopper 4 shows an overturned truck on an 
overpass that’s above the 5 freeway.  the highway patrol says the 
truck driver was heading from the 5 onto the antelope valley 
freeway when this happened. 

0:28 11/22/2021 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the house overnight committee will launch an investigation at the 
astroworld festival last month when ten people died.  the hearing 
will focus on live nation’s role in the planning and the safety of 
that event. 

0:18 12/1/2021 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new video tonight that shows the terrifying situation.  this 
is at a high rise condominium building in florida.  two workers 
clinging to a piece of scaffolding that partially collapsed beneath 
them. 
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0:55 12/13/2021 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

crews are working around the clock in kentucky where more than 
100 people are still unaccounted for after those deadly tornadoes 
struck late friday into saturday.  more than 30 tornadoes tore 
through six states.  the worst of them in kentucky, where at least 
74 people have died.  nearly the entire town of mayfield was 
leveled.  at least 8 people working overnight at a candle factory 
there are among the dead. 

3:45 12/15/2021 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and that breaking news, a new oil sheen.  this one about the size 
of a football field, and was spotted off the coast of orange county.  
tonight, crews are out there trying to figure out exactly what 
happened.  good evening.  i’m chuck henry.  and i’m colleen 
williams.  now, the area they are searching tonight just north of 
huntington beach.  let’s get right now to news chopper 4 alpha.  
we’re just off the state park, where first responders are searching 
the area, trying to locate those sheens, jue about half a mile from 
the coast.  but as you can see, it’s very dark out here, so they’ll 
wait until morning to bring out helicopters and boats to continue 
their search.  back to you guys in the studio.  thank you, eliana.  
robert kovacik is also out there tonight.  he’s down on the ground, 
live with the latest.  robert? reporter: this started with a caller that 
let officials know they spotted tar in the water.  tonight, we heard 
from a councilman from huntington beach who said there’s 
definitely oil out there.  and then the huntington beach police 
department heard from a number of people, got a number of calls 
that said they had a strong oil smell in the air, coming from pch 
warner.  to get to where we’re standing here, which the beach is 
closed, we had to pace pch and warrener, and yes, there is a 
strong oil smell there.  to make it worse, this started with a report 
of just one sheen in the water.  perhaps now there may be more.  
we’ll get an update from huntington beach city councilman dan 
calmik, who got an update from officials who flew over the water 
about an hour ago. 

0:41 12/15/2021 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

putting it into perspective for us.  all of this is happening as a 
federal grand jury today indicted three companies for negligence, 
all this related to the original oil spill, the one near huntington 
beach in october.  prosecutors say the company that owns the 
underwater pipeline that ruptured and two subsidiaries failed to 
respond to eight alarms about leaks during a period of about 13 
hours or so. 

0:48 12/15/2021 11:12p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now, back to breaking news from orange county.  an oil sheen 
spotted off the coast there.  let’s get back up to eliano, where 
crews are working with bulldozers in the sand.  reporter: we have 
made our way closer to the huntington beach border, where 
crews are using these bulldozers to move sand around to clock 
the south of the santa anna river to prevent oil from creeping in 
towards the marsh area that is located just off of pch. 

0:44 12/16/2021 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news to tell you about right now.  a deadly 
crash in west chester near l.a.x.  two people dead.  to find out 
what happened down there, let’s go live to eliana moreno in 
newschopper4 alpha.  eliana.   reporter: this was a violent crash 
that happened about 90 minutes ago here on manchester west of 
sepulveda. 

0:24 12/20/2021 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

earlier tonight, a hiker had to be hoisted to a hovering helicopter 
from the hollywood hills.  newschopper4 alpha was overhead as a 
rescue team from l.a.  city fire airlifted an injured woman to safety. 
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0:30 12/20/2021 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a strong earthquake, 6.2, rocked the northern california coast this 
afternoon.  it was centered just off the coast roughly 45 miles 
outside of eureka.  even that far out, people say they could 
definitely feel this. 

0:25 12/20/2021 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

boston transportation officials released this terrifying video after 
an escalator here malfunctions with dozens of people on it.  the 
video is from september 26th.  it shows people piling on top of 
one another after the escalator suddenly went in reverse. 

0:25 12/27/2021 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, a small plane crashed tonight in a neighborhood in 
san diego county.  it happened near el cajon just after 7:00.  
damage to the plane so extensive, firefighters say they haven’t 
been able to find any victims or remains. 

1:15 12/28/2021 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we are learning more about the four people onboard the plane 
last night that crashed in el cajon.  our san diego sister station 
says the victims worked for a company called aeromedevac.  
that’s an air ambulance service that transports critical care 
patients.  tonight federal investigators are still on the ground 
working to determine what happened.  that’s the sound of the 
plane going down 18 minutes into the southbound flight.  a 
neighbor’s security camera captured it as the plane lost altitude 
and then exploded into a ball of fire. 

0:42 10/4/2021 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

there was a major social media outage today.  it affected 
facebook and instagram for more than six hours.  also the 
company’s whatsapp was down even longer.  facebook is now 
blaming network issues and not, they say, a malicious attack.  the 
outage comes as the social media giant faces a separate p. 

0:26 10/4/2021 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

the massive oil spill we’ve been talking about isn’t the only 
lingering problem off our coast.  tonight about 60 container ships, 
they’re still backed up.  you can see them here, just waiting to 
unload an estimated half million containers at the ports of los 
angeles and long beach. 

2:20 10/18/2021 11:05p 
Business & 

Industry 

a former nba star hopes to revive the restaurant industry in 
downtown los angeles, and his game plan comes amid a wave of 
closures and staff shortages for restaurants impacted by the 
pandemic.  nbc4’s beverly white has the story.  reporter: a 
restaurant launch is always risky and nearly unheard of in a 
pandemic.  but former nba star and sacramento mayor kevin 
johnson believes his fixin’ soul kitchen at l.a.  live is destined to 
succeed.   we opened in sacramento six months before covid, 
and then once covid hit, we did better.  it was like a boost for us.  
we did extremely well even during covid, so we’re on our second 
restaurant in two years.   reporter: johnson’s hopes ride on family 
recipes and staff from the community.   here in l.a., we have 140 
jobs.  most of the people who work here are african-american and 
latino, and to be able to provide jobs and good wages for our 
community is something we’re super, super proud of.   reporter: 
as we emerge from the pandemic, 37% of california restaurants 
can’t pay the rent, are struggling to get back on their feet, or can’t 
find enough workers. 

0:39 10/19/2021 11:19p 
Business & 

Industry 

new at 11:00, an in-n-out location in san francisco shut down last 
week for not enforcing the city’s vaccine mandate.  san francisco 
requires many indoor businesses like bars and restaurants and 
gyms to show proof they’ve been vaccinated.  the in-n-out 
location at fisherman’s wharf says it properly posted the signs of 
vaccine requirements, but they refused to strictly enforce them, 
calling it government overreach. 
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0:29 10/20/2021 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

the tech giant plans to rebrand itself amid a backlash from users 
and regulators.  this name change would be for the parent 
company, the company that operates facebook, instagram, and 
what’sapp.  there is talk it could be discussed next week. 

2:13 11/3/2021 11:05p 
Business & 

Industry 

starting tomorrow, half vaccinated will not be enough to get you 
into bars, you’ll need to be fully vaccinated.  hetty chang spoke to 
owners.  reporter: at this bar in north hollywood --  there’s no 
exceptions, no xech shuns.  reporter: it’s no vaccine, no entry.  it’s 
easier for my doorman to be like, we don’t make the rules.  
reporter: owner paul o’neil says he has strictly enforced every 
single covid restriction and says tomorrow’s new mandate of full 
vaccine requirement for workers and customers will be no 
exception.  for bars specifically, it’s black and white.  i choose to 
follow the rules because letting in a bunch of people who don’t 
have proof of vaccination to me risks losing my license.  the 
mandate was phased in, in october, when bars began checking 
for at least one dose of the covid vaccine.  come thursday, you 
have to show proof you’re fully vaccinated at bars, wineries, and 
nightclubs.  if october was any indication you the stricter mandate 
will impact his bar --  people were thankful for us to be asking for 
proof of vaccination. 

0:34 11/3/2021 11:20p 
Business & 

Industry 

the ford motor company is the latest to mandate vaccinations for 
all their workers.  the company sent out a message to 32,000 
salaried employees.  it said they must be vaccinated by december 
8 or will be put on leave for 30 days without pay. 

0:50 11/17/2021 11:13p 
Business & 

Industry 

no doubt you’ve heard which now that staples center will have a 
new name.  starting christmas day, one of l.a.’s most recognizable 
landmark also be known as crypto.com arena.  but you may not 
know much about the company behind that $700 million deal.  
crypto.com is a trading platform, where you can buy and sell 
cryptocurrency like bitcoin.  it launched in 2016 and has grown 
very, very big in a short period of time. 

1:54 12/7/2021 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

now, if suddenly today you couldn’t stream your favorite content 
or you couldn’t move your money around, it was due to a major 
web outage.  the disruption has reportedly been resolved but the 
impact is still being felt tonight.  it all stems from the amazon 
cloud, leading to consumer frustration and confusion as some of 
our viewers can attest.  when we think of amazon, this giant simi 
valley distribution center is what many of us envision.  the place 
that ships, well, just about anything to your front door.  today we 
learned the hard way it’s so much more.   i think end users don’t 
really understand what powers all of these websites and how all 
of these companies rely on the data center technology that 
amazon provides.   reporter: matt barnett is a cybersecurity expert 
who says amazon deliveries were impacted by the outage, but 
this is really about aws, amazon’s web cloud hosting services. 

0:35 12/16/2021 11:11p 
Business & 

Industry 

the oil company accused of negligence in the october oil spill off 
huntington beach is set to begin its repair work this week on the 
pipeline.  that’s according to information obtained by nbc news.  
now, it comes as a new oil sheen was spotted last night floating 
on the surface not that far away off bolsa chica state beach. 

0:45 12/20/2021 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

out with the old, in with the new.  the signage for the renamed 
crypto.com arena went up at staples today, what used to be 
staples.  this is the first of many changes, this one at the figueroa 
entrance.  the switch-over is expected to be completed by 
christmas day, but fans admit it’s going to take a lot longer to get 
used to the new name. 
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0:38 12/1/2021 11:05p children & youth 

new at 11:00, punches turn into a brawl.  this at a high school 
basketball game.  video shows what happens when two players 
from opposite teams wrestled over the ball, and suddenly, other 
players, they got involved, as well.  and then the whole thing 
turned into a brawl with students, players, and spectators down 
from the stands. 

2:24 12/20/2021 11:16p children & youth 

the riverside cubs once again in the national spotlight.  they are 
the high school football team from the california school for the 
deaf.  that team set the record during their historic run for a 
championship, and today they got a special surprise on the kelly 
clarkson show.  nbc4’s tony shin with highlights.  we got hum a 
lifetime of friendship.   reporter: on today’s kelly clarkson show, 
only superheroes and not just spider-man but also the high school 
football team from the california school for the deaf.  yeah! [ 
applause ] reporter: the riverside cubs are a team of deaf players 
and coaches who have inspired the nation with their incredible 
season of domination.  as nbc4 first reported a few weeks ago, 
they were undefeated until the division championship game for 
the first time in the school’s nearly 70-year history.  all of those 
wins were against hearing teams.  although the cubs didn’t end 
up winning the championship, they did something even more 
spectacular, winning the hearts of millions across the country. 

0:51 10/18/2021 11:18p consumer 

if you live in the inland empire, you’ve probably noticed that prices 
on just about everything are up.  right now the i.e.  has the highest 
inflation rate in the country.  according to the bureau of labor 
statistics, as of september, the annual inflation rate for riverside 
and san bernardino counties, nearly 7%.  that’s about four times 
higher than it was just a year ago. 

3:37 11/10/2021 11:16p consumer 

you probably get a scam, text, or phone call every single day from 
fraudsters trying to steal your money.  people are losing billions of 
dollars to scams every year.  but now there’s something inside 
into why some of us fall for scams and some don’t.  our i-team’s 
randy mac reveals what could make you a likely target and tips to 
protect yourself.  reporter: like countless other people, alex 
underwood lost his job during the pandemic.  i didn’t know how i 
was going to pay for rent.  i had maybe $600 to my name.  
reporter: but some good news.  a recruiter reached out about a 
job alex applied for online.  after 45 minute interview, alex landed 
the job.  $35 an hour, plus a signing bonus.  it was a god send.  it 
was just a miracle.  reporter: his new employer issued him several 
checks to deposit.  the then told alex to pay specific people with 
cash apps.  but days later those checks bounced.  alex was now 
overdrawn by nearly $14,000.  that new job was all a scam.  shell 
shocked.  just absolutely shell shocked.  i had a pit in my 
stomach.  i think a lot of scams simply are successful because 
they hit people at the right time.  reporter: she’s been studying 
fraud for years.  she recently co-authored a study about why 
people fall for scams.  she found out it boils down to how people 
view the world and the study breaks that down, basically a rule of 
thumb for how we behave.  let’s take alex, for example.  she says 
he would fall into the opportunity frame.  that’s when people are 
likely to believe they’ve been dealt a lucky break that needs to 
financial gain. 
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3:27 11/12/2021 11:09p consumer 

until covid, it was one of the biggest health problems facing 
schools all across southern california.  we’re talking about 
teenage vaping.   now our i-team has discovered the danger is 
back in focus with students returning to in-person classes.  but if 
you think your kids are not susceptible, investigative reporter lolita 
lopez shows us just how easy it is to fool you.   can you please 
take this pen and write your name.   okay.  lolita.  good.   it’s a 
nice pen, right? yes.   well, you can also use it to vape.   reporter: 
vapes disguised as everyday devices.  this, to me, looks like 
either an old ipod if you’re that old or a remote control to 
something.   this is a battery for a vape.  reporter: drug prevention 
advocate albert molina says these newer devices can easily be 
hidden even in plain sight.   this, which i would think was a regular 
key fob to a car.   unfortunately it is also another vaping device.   
reporter: he says he’s in regular contact with principals and 
teachers who are catching a growing number of teenagers with 
these types of devices.  the i-team found similar products for sale 
at smoke shops throughout los angeles.  there are more smoke 
shops in the city of los angeles than there are mcdonald’s or 
starbucks.   reporter: in fact, there are more than 3,400 locations 
currently licensed to sell tobacco products, including smoke 
shops, grocery stores, or the corner shop down the block. 

0:59 12/7/2021 11:21p consumer 

with the holiday shopping season in full swing, federal 
investigators warning people about gift card scams.  nearly 
40,000 people have fallen victim so far this year.  so here’s how it 
works.  scammers email or call victims posing as a company, the 
government, or even a love interest.  they tell them they owe 
money and must pay right now or they’ll be arrested or have their 
bank accounts frozen.  the scammer tells the victims to buy gift 
cards, then to read the card numbers over the phone to the caller. 

0:52 12/13/2021 11:17p consumer 

well, if a nice bottle of wine is on your christmas list this year, be 
prepared for some sticker shock.  don’t be surprised if you have 
trouble finding your favorite.  supply chain issues at our ports are 
making many purchases a challenge this holiday season.  even 
when the goods get to shore, trucking shortages are slowing 
down delivery.  plus your favorite brands may be scarce because 
of wildfires. 

1:09 12/13/2021 11:17p consumer 

federal officials say phone call scams are on the rise, but a quick-
thinking pair of grandparents from maryland turned the tables on 
one scammer.  a man named alex says he got a call from 
someone pretending to be the lawyer for his grandson.  the caller 
said the grandson was in jail for an accident that injured a woman, 
and he needed $15,000 to post bail.  now, at first alex believed it, 
so he withdrew the money.  but then he told his wife, and she 
recognized immediately the scam and called police. 
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2:23 12/15/2021 11:15p consumer 

whether you’re shopping at a mall or at a hotel or airport, chances 
are, you’ll be driving into a parking garage sometime this holiday 
season.  our i-team has learned thieves are swiping pricey parts 
from these garages, and how your car is parked could determine 
who has to pay for the repairs.  randy mac has more of what you 
need to know.  reporter: it’s a rumbling sound like this.  that 
shawn mccarthy heard when he started his car after returning 
from a trip to florida.  i got in the car, started it up and it was super 
loud.  reporter: he parked his car at fox auto parks near lax.  i 
went back into the office, the guy came out and said your catalytic 
converter has been stolen.  reporter: he’s not alone.  others have 
complained online that their catalytic converters were also stolen 
while their cars were parked at fox auto.  he filed a claim with the 
garage to pay for the stolen part, a $3,000 bill.  the company 
denied his claim, pointing to the contract on shawn’s parking 
ticket. 

0:15 12/15/2021 11:18p consumer 

fox auto parts isn’t the only garage near lax with complaints about 
catalytic converter thefts.  before picking a garage, read some of 
the customer reviews and try to park in a well-lit area of the 
garage, preferably near the office. 

2:34 12/27/2021 11:09p consumer 

with school out and fresh snow on the ground, the mountains are 
a big draw for families this week.  we’re finding out these crowds 
are creating a traffic and trash mess.  nbc4’s tony shin reports 
from wrightwood.  reporter: the snow has been falling in 
wrightwood since about 3:30 this afternoon.  you can see it is 
starting to stick to the ground, so you know a lot of people are 
going to be heading up to the mountains to play in the snow.  
residents are just asking visitors to be prepared for the icy roads 
and please don’t litter.  one car comes down and then there’s 50 
cars.  reporter: rocky randall has lived in wrightwood seince he ws 
2 years old.  he says visitors leave a huge traffic by leaving their 
vehicles on residential streets where parking is illegal.   people 
just park on the sides and they stick out in the road.  they not only 
become a hazard for emergency vehicles but for themselves 
because they’re walking around their cars into the roadways in 
slippery conditions.   reporter: rocky also says visitors will often 
leave trash everywhere. 

0:16 12/28/2021 11:33p consumer 
by now you’ve noticed your grocery bill is up, and it’s expected to 
climb even higher in 2022.  a research firm expects that food 
prices will rise 5% in the first half of next year. 

0:29 10/4/2021 11:20p 
court and legal 

decisions 

this was the first day of a supreme court session that was packed 
with some big decisions, decisions on religion, guns, and 
abortion.  these new sketches from inside the court where the 
justices heard their first in-person oral arguments today since the 
pandemic forced them to do just about everything virtually. 

1:50 10/4/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a random stabbing attack at the intersection of hollywood and 
highland led to a deadly police shooting right in front of dozens of 
witnesses over the weekend.  this is just the latest in a series of 
violent crimes in this area often packed with tourists.  nbc4’s 
angie crouch has more.  reporter: shots rang out on a packed 
sidewalk at hollywood and highland saturday morning as l.a.  
police opened fire on a man suspected of stabbing a 19-year-old 
woman.  both are expected to survive.  nearby, hustler hollywood 
had to board up the front window after somebody smashed it in a 
senseless act of vandalism.  just a week ago there was a huge 
brawl on the busy walk of fame.  police saying now that 
businesses are open again, we’re seeing a big increase in violent 
crime in hollywood as tourists once again flock to the boulevard. 
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0:23 10/4/2021 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today was the first day some orange county sheriff’s deputies in 
yorba linda wore body cameras.  the county’s largest law 
enforcement agency has been working to establish its body 
camera program for years. 

0:45 10/5/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gunfire in simi valley.  that’s where an officer shot a woman who 
was armed with a knife.  this happened around 7:45 tonight when 
two women confronted each other outside a 7-eleven.  one of the 
women then ran toward a nearby apartment complex.  that’s 
where the shooting happened.  we don’t know what happened 
right before the shooting except that police say the woman 
threatened officers with a knife. 

0:29 10/5/2021 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers tonight are looking for two men who walked away from a 
fatal hit-and-run in north hills.  we have some new video to show 
you tonight.  it was around 5:00 a.m.  that a black range rover 
plowed through a red light and then hit several cars at 
hayvenhurst and nordhoff. 

0:44 10/5/2021 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the 105 freeway in paramount is back open after a deadly 
shoot-out between law enforcement and a murder suspect.  
investigators have confirmed that 35-year-old jesse medrano died 
in that gunfire.  before that standoff, investigators believe he killed 
his own father and shot and wounded his aunt and uncle. 

40:23 10/5/2021 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, new at 11:00, $5 million of l.a.  county’s budget will go 
toward cracking down on illegal marijuana grows in the high 
desert.  our i-team has extensively covered the rapid expansion of 
these grows.  the money will support the sheriff department’s 
efforts to shut down the grows.  those operations routinely steal 
water and damage the environment.   

0:31 10/5/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this.  a woman waiting to board a subway train in 
new york shoved right into the path of an oncoming train.  tonight 
the woman accused of pushing her faces charges of attempted 
murder.  this happened during the monday morning rush. 

0:56 10/5/2021 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, gunfire at an anaheim train station.  but these weren’t 
real bullets.  it was law enforcement and actors.  [ sound of 
gunfire ] well, those are all actors taking part in a coordinated 
terror attack drill at the station, helping law enforcement try to 
figure out what they would actually do in the threat of a real 
attack.  federal agents were operating this simulated attack, and 
the federal government has been paying for rehearsals like this 
over the last two years. 

2:10 10/5/2021 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lifetime of family memories stolen by thieves, and tonight the 
family of a retired police captain is coping not only with his death, 
they’re also coping with a crime that they never saw coming.  
nbc4’s tony shin now with their plea to get their precious 
belongings back.  you hear the stories of dying of a broken heart.  
i truly believe because when she passed, i saw the decline.   
reporter: steve rogers talking about his father lawrence and his 
mother joyce.  they were married for 57 years until she passed 
away in february, and he followed her a few weeks ago.  lawrence 
was an air force veteran and a captain for inglewood police before 
retiring after 27 years of service.  a lot of stories about my dad 
being on duty during the watts riots and things.  my dad saw a lot 
of good and bad things.   reporter: over the weekend, steve drove 
to his parents’ murietta home to bring back some of their 
belongings to his home in arizona. 
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0:27 10/11/2021 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, we had a carjacking suspect who surrendered tonight after 
he led police on a pursuit through east los angeles.  
newschopper4 alpha was overhead watching this white suv 
repeatedly running red light after red light. 

0:41 10/11/2021 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are still looking for the man hundred a deadly 
shooting that happened on a metro train.  he’s accused of 
shooting a young woman.  apparently they both were on the train 
at the same time yesterday morning when the two got into an 
argument.  that ended in gunshots.  the shooter was last seen 
getting off at hollywood and vine, the station there. 

0:25 10/18/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we had a two-county pursuit earlier tonight.  it went from 
lakewood to buena park.  sheriff deputies chased the driver of this 
stolen pickup truck on the 91 and 5 freeways before pulling off 
onto surface streets in buena park. 

1:02 10/18/2021 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight some new dash cam video released by the lapd shows the 
moment of impact in a hit-and-run crash in north hills.  an 18-
month-old baby died in that crash.  police say a silver honda 
sideswiped an approaching vehicle.  the approaching car was a 
gray sedan.  because of the impact here, authorities say the 
honda changed its direction, then headed towards a corner where 
people were standing.  police say the driver of the gray sedan 
continued on without stopping.  at least one of the drivers is now 
cooperating.  investigators tonight say the family of that little boy 
came together to remember him.  it’s so painful.  it’s something 
that i would never wish on anyone.  i just lost my son over 
something that could have been prevented.  he was very loved.  
he was always smiling.  he was always dancing.  he loved to 
dance.  anywhere he went, everyone smiled at him.  so far, no 
arrests have been made.   

0:50 10/18/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take you out live to the scene of breaking news.  this is in 
exposition park.  a pursuit that has ended here in a crash.   gabe 
santos over the scene right now in newschopper4 alpha.  gabe.  
reporter: yeah, guys.  a suspect search is still under way right now 
after that pursuit.  it ended here at the intersection of grand and 
37th street.  it’s that blue car at the center of your screen there. 

####### 10/18/2021 7:05a 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people were injured in a large commercial fire that 
happened in canoga park.  the fire was in what appears to be a 
hemp extraction company around noon today.  neighbors say 
they heard several explosions blocks away, followed by billowing 
cloud of thick smoke.  the fire spread to other businesses and 
those owners are still not sure exactly how much damage was 
done.  i was literally gone for five minutes.  he said, come back.  
the building blew up.  like those were his exact words.  the 
building blew up.  arson investigators are still looking into what 
happened and why.   
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2:44 10/19/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and that breaking news now at 11:00, a beverly hills street locked 
down after a robbery and shooting outside a restaurant there.  it 
happened at via oloro restaurant on canon drive around 9:00.  
that’s where robert kovacik is right now with more on what he’s 
learned about this.   reporter: we are talking about two shootings 
in beverly hills within the last five months here in the exclusive 
beverly hills triangle.  right now this investigation centers on the 
area where you see that white lamborghini suv.  now, that car has 
been in question all night, and we just had an update from the 
beverly hills police department.  they do not know if a man who 
was walking down the sidewalk with a woman and a small child, 
when they were confronted by shooter, if that shooter was 
actually trying to get the car.  so beverly hills police at this hour 
will not confirm that you are looking at an attempted carjacking.  
they do believe this was an attempted robbery.  now, let’s listen to 
a witness who was nearby.  it seemed like somebody was having 
a really bad argument, and then we heard a gunshot.  everyone 
on the patio ran inside because it was very, very loud. 

0:21 10/19/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newschopper4 alpha was over the end of a high-speed pursuit in 
willowbrook.  the highway patrol was after a road rage driver.  this 
went through pico rivera, downey and bell gardens, nearly hitting 
several cars and driving the wrong way for several blocks. 

0:22 10/19/2021 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

arson investigators have been trying to get to the bottom of a 
building fire that killed two people in canoga park.  this was part of 
a large commercial fire yesterday morning. 

1:10 10/19/2021 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the hemet police department is responding to a video on social 
media that shows an officer punching a young man in a parking 
lot.  the confrontation happened yesterday afternoon near several 
businesses.  i’m going to take it off.  i’ll take it off.   you can hear 
the 19 yield man telling the officer that he’ll take off his backpack.  
video shows the officer punches him, and then they get into a 
scuffle.  this lasted for several minutes with witnesses shouting at 
the officer to stop. 

2:52 10/20/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an hours long standoff is still going on right now.  a woman 
accused of kidnapping a child is fwabarricaded inside a palmdale 
apartment complex, negotiating with officers while live streaming 
on instagram.  good evening.  i’m chuck henry.  and i’m colleen 
williams.  let’s get right to beverly white who is live at the scene.  
reporter: this is a barricade situation, described as a kidnap 
according to the palmdale cher police station.  the situation with a 
mother who is clutching a child on the balcony at the community 
behind us here in palmdale.  now, the neighbors have been 
evacuated in the surrounding apartments.  and sheriffs are 
standing by.  lots of flashing lights, road closures and the like.  
there have been no updates tonight about this still active situation, 
but apparently it is stemming from sort of custody dispute and the 
mother is refusing to come down from the balcony and talking on 
social media.  this standoff is an inconvenience to anyone who 
lives around here.  i am very sorry.  may god bless you guys.  
reporter: that’s the mother.  the mother we’re told of three children 
who is broadcasting live ouf and an this evening on instagram.  
neighbors believe she recently lost custody of that child and the 
boy’s father who was seen earlier this evening being detained by 
the sheriffs. 
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2:08 10/20/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an anti-mask protest leads to criminal charges for a woman in 
orange county.  she was found guilty of trespassing after an act of 
defiance inside a grocery store in costa mesa.  hetty chang 
explains it’s the first and only mask dispute case to go to trial in 
orange county.  i’m innocent people, even though the verdict was 
guilty.  reporter: 58-year-old marianne smith outside court today, 
expressing disappointment that the jury did not see it her way.  it 
was after this mask mandate protest last august that smith says 
she went inside the mother’s market in costa mesa without a 
mask because she says she can’t wear one.  i committed no 
crimes except to be able to breathe oxygen.  i have a medical 
disability and it was not honored that day.  reporter: prosecutors 
say smith refused to leave the store after the manager told her 
repeatedly she needed to put on a face covering. 

0:40 10/20/2021 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a large gathering of family and friends mourning the sudden loss 
of an apple valley teenager killed by a hit and run driver.  
lawrence andrews was 15 days away from his birthday.  he was 
leaving football practice tuesday night when a car coming down 
ottawa road hit him.  his younger brother and stepmother were 
there when it happened. 

0:49 10/20/2021 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lover’s quarrel may be behind a crash and deadly shooting in 
south los angeles today.  a woman identified by friends as cynthia 
hairton was driving a car with two earpassengers arou noon.  she 
was being chased when both cars crashed into two other 
vehicles.  witnesses say a gunman got out, shot and killed 
hairston, wounded her passenger and then drove off. 

0:50 10/20/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re going to take you out to the scene of breaking news.  this is 
huntington park.  a barricade situation, as well.  news chopper 4 
has more.  reporter: that’s right, guys.  if you’ve been in this area 
any -- at all this evening, you have likely seen a very large police 
presence in the area.  there was a barricade situation involving a 
possibly armed suspect in this home. 

1:01 10/20/2021 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you are about to see one of the wildest attempted robberies, all 
caught on camera.  florida woman grabbed a gun when thieves 
tried to steal her puppies.  the woman is not sharing her name.  
she said she’s afraid.  but here’s somewhat happened.  she 
posted pictures of the dogs on instagram, with a price tag of 
$4,000 apiece.  monday night, this happened.  three men 
knocked on a door, asked to buy the dogs.  one of the men then 
put her in a head lock and put a gun to her head. 

1:52 10/28/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

flights at l.a.x.  were grounded for nearly an hour tonight after 
reports of a possible shooter.  passengers in the southwest 
airlines terminal panicked and they ran for the exits.  good 
evening.  i’m chuck henry.  and i’m colleen williams.  let’s get right 
to nbc4’s robert kovacik, who is live at l.a.x.  right now.  robert.  
reporter: colleen and chuck, what we’re talking about is a scare 
serious enough to bring one of the world’s busiest airports to a 
complete stop.  now, all the flights are up and running once again 
except here at terminal 1 with southwest, where there are 
significant delays when it comes to arrivals and departures.  in 
that ensuing melee, two people injured, one of them taken to the 
hospital.  they were found on the tarmac, passengers who didn’t 
run to catch a flight. 
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0:41 10/28/2021 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re also following more breaking news tonight.  newschopper4 
alpha is over the scene of a shooting in burbank.  here’s eliana 
moreno.  eliana.  reporter: chuck, this shooting took place on 
chandler boulevard and naomi, which is chandler between buena 
vista and hollywood way.  the shooting taking place at about 
10:30. 

2:43 10/28/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight there is a desperate search for a 39-year-old mother 
missing from culver city.  she was last seen in downey nearly two 
weeks ago.  but tonight a discovery the family hopes will lead to 
her whereabouts.  nbc4’s hetty chang live in downtown l.a.  where 
investigators are focusing their search now.  hetty.  reporter: 
yeah, colleen.  a real mystery here in downtown los angeles.  for 
the past 12 days, the friends and family of heidi plank heard 
nothing, no phone calls, no emails, no text messages, no activity 
on social media.  fast forward to today.  they received word that 
someone had found heidi’s dog wandering on the 28th floor of this 
secured downtown apartment high rise called hope and flower.  
but heidi still nowhere to be found.  we’re getting our first few 
clues in the disappearance of 39-year-old heidi plank.  new 
security video shows her and her dog leaving her culver city home 
back on october 17th.   somebody text and said, are you missing 
a dog? and i’m like, yes, yes, yes, we’re missing a dog.   reporter: 
a couple, who lives here in this downtown high rise, found plank’s 
dog, thought to check the microchip, and texted the number. 

0:45 10/28/2021 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman who was hit head-on by a car while riding an electric 
scooter in downtown l.a.  remains in intensive care tonight, and 
the hit-and-run driver still hasn’t been caught.  we first showed 
you this security camera video last night here on the news at 
11:00.  the woman identified as jasmine henderson was launched 
into the air and landed head first on the sidewalk. 

0:25 10/28/2021 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for three men who broke into the encino 
home of one of the stars of the real house wives of beverly hills.  
dorit told the nypd the men came in while she was sleeping, 
claimed to be armed with a begin, threatened to kill her, then 
ordered her out of bed and demanded about $1 million in jewelry 
and handbags. 

0:40 10/28/2021 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pasadena residents are demanding answers tonight and solutions 
to a recent increase in violent crimes.  tonight there was a 
community meeting with officers and the mayor.  there have been 
four shootings in pasadena since monday.  the most recent was 
last night, and although police have stepped up patrols, some say 
keeping pasadena’s streets safe should be a community effort. 

0:39 10/28/2021 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

disturbing nanny cam video led to the arrest of this woman in 
north carolina.  the parents of a toddler checking in on their son 
saw the nanny force feeding him.  at one point, she was holding 
the child’s arms back while she was trying to shove food down his 
mouth.  horrified parents rushed home. 

0:24 11/2/2021 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news to tell you about right now.  a child is in 
the hospital tonight after being shot at this gas station in willow 
brook.  deputies tell us the child was shot in the foot. 

0:37 11/2/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a.  county has agreed to pay $2.5 million to two families who lost 
relatives in the helicopter crash that killed kobe bryant and his 
daughter gianna.  those lawsuits claim there was an invasion of 
privacy that l.a.  county sheriff’s deputies and members of the l. 
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1:42 11/2/2021 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they are paid to protect and serve but some law enforcement 
employees are refusing to get vaccinated.  in fact, some say a 
concerning number.  unvaccinated employees with the lapd will 
be put on notice this week but the la county sheriff’s department is 
taking a different stance.  tonight, in the nation’s second largest 
city, a tale of two law enforcement leaders.   it is my hope that 
we’ll not have any loss of a single employee.   so, imagine what 
would happen if every one of these was forced or was terminated.   
the lapd has 70% of their sworn personnel vaccinated from a virus 
still rampant.   we have two people who are currently hospitalized.  
some 80 individuals that are at home recovering.   come 
tomorrow, those who are not must sign up to be considered for a 
religious and/or medical exemption or plan to be vaccinated. 

0:28 11/2/2021 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it’s crashing on the bridge right now.   a night-vision camera and a 
florida police helicopter shows a vehicle being chased across a 
bridge when it crashes, the driver jumps out and then leaps. 

0:39 11/2/2021 11:20p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today, sam and his handler -- sam being a k-9 chp officer who 
was stabbed in march -- he and his handler stopped by the clinic 
in oakland -- or upland, actually -- to thank the medical staff for 
saving him.  they actually brought with them a plaque.  maybe, we 
can get a picture of sam up here with his handler. 

0:40 11/3/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

good evening.  we are following breaking news.  a pursuit that 
may hold the record for the number of spike strips deployed and 
the suspect just keeps on trucking.  this started in east l.a.  
around 8:00 this evening when someone stole a big rig.  news 
chopper 4 alpha is over it all for about three hours. 

0:47 11/3/2021 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a man who was murdered nearly a decade ago is 
hoping a new bill board will help to generate some new leads.  
kenny jackson was shot to death inside the cell phone store he 
owned in van nuys in 2013.  eight years later, lapd detectives say 
they haven’t received even one single tip from the community.  we 
are extremely frustrated, frustrated that the community hasn’t 
come forward. 

0:43 11/3/2021 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the california department of justice is now investigating an lapd 
shooting that happened near the pico union area.  a man who 
was wounded by officers in july of this year died yesterday.  body 
camera video shows samuel soto standing in the street with a 
knife when the officers showed up.  they say he refused to drop 
the weapon and then charged at them. 

0:29 11/3/2021 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an update for you now on the big rig pursuit.  we’ll call it that even 
though it’s going very slow.  it began 3 1/2 hours or so.  now it’s 
returned to east los angeles.  we’re told this 18 wheeler was 
stolen, perhaps in east l. 

0:29 11/10/2021 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now we have breaking news out of del rey in los angeles.  that 
area police are responding to a shooting and a car crash near 
swanson avenue and braddock drive.  we were over the scene 
where you can see that one vehicle pushed another car onto the 
sidewalk. 

0:34 11/10/2021 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, l.a.  county sheriff testified in the lawsuit over the 
kobe bryant chopper crash.  this was a deposition that can used 
when the case goes to trial in february.  vanessa bryant is suing 
the county for emotional distress, accusing deputies of sharing 
photos from the helicopter crash site where her husband, kobe, 
their daughter and seven others died. 
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0:52 11/10/2021 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police warned us about an increase in armed robberies and 
today, we had another one in sherman oaks.  the victim is an 
actor and tv host, terrence jay.  lapd detectives say the victim 
pulled up to his home around 3:00 this morning and noticed he 
was being followed.  four men got out of a vehicle and tried to rob 
him.  he got back into his car and drove off, but the four men 
chased him and fired at his car. 

1:13 11/10/2021 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

kyle rittenhouse took the stand today in his murder trial.  he’s 
charged with killing two people and wounding a third in kenosha, 
wisconsin.  but rittenhouse claims the deadly shootings were in 
self-defense.  i did what i had to do to stop the person who was 
attacking me.  by killing them? two of them passed away, but i 
stopped the threat from attacking me.  pathologists painted a 
different picture, implying they were not charging towards 
rittenhouse.  the now 18-year-old defendant broke down during 
cross-examination. 

0:21 11/10/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, nearly $1 million worth of drugs confiscated in 
huntington beach.  two men were arrested after 350 pounds of 
drugs were seized last night. 

0:41 11/10/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what you’re looking at here is breaking news, a shooting led to a 
car crash there in lolita.  let’s get right to news chopper 4 alpha.  
reporter: this is on arleta avenue and osbourne in arleta.  t the 
driver of that vehicle was shot at, and they crashed against that 
pole.  we’re hearing there could be victims here, maybe as many 
as two victims took them sems to the hospital. 

0:31 11/10/2021 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video out of new york city captured an assault at a 
subway station, and miss say the man responsible is still on the 
run.  we want to warn you, this video is disturbing.  you can see 
the woman inside this subway station elevator, as a man 
approaches and stops the door from closing. 

0:29 11/12/2021 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild night of police chases through the streets of l.a.  the first 
one went offroad through ladera heights.  tonight that driver is 
under arrest.  more than an hour after the wild chase started, 
police found the driver trying to blend in on a busy street. 

0:26 11/12/2021 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newschopper4 alpha also over this chase of a stolen red kia.  we 
brought this to you live during our 7:00 news tonight.  this one 
went from pacoima to castaic and then back down to south l. 

2:26 11/12/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives in the san gabriel valley are trying to piece together a 
mysterious hit-and-run that killed a 61-year-old riverside man.  
they’ve identified the car involved and a missing teen is a person 
of interest.  but they can’t be certain he was behind the wheel at 
the time of the crash.  nbc4’s hetty chang is in rosemead tonight 
to explain.   reporter: detectives are calling this one a very 
complicated case.  they say that missing teen was last seen with 
his family’s car, but when that nissan was involved in a hit-and-
run here, they don’t believe he was the one driving.  tonight on 
san gabriel boulevard south of garvey, there are no signs of the 
hit-and-run monday mid-morning that killed 61-year-old hyo hi of 
riverside.  the evidence detectives have found makes this 
investigation more complex.   deputies were called to the scene 
for what appeared to be a solo traffic accident where an individual 
was seen in the roadway bleeding from his head.   reporter: 
investigators say after talking with witnesses and looking at 
security video, they believe moments before, that victim was 
possibly involved in a car accident or altercation with the driver of 
this black 2009 nissan altima with a distinctive white bumper. 
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1:08 11/12/2021 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd says they now know who placed that fake 911 call last 
year that led officers to surround the home of a black lives matter 
leader here in l.a.  the call resulted in a tense confrontation that 
melina abdullah captured on her cell phone.  in the days that 
followed, she filed a lawsuit against the department accusing the 
officers of coming to her home to intimidate her.  now 
investigators say a group of teens, 13 to 16 years old, were 
responsible for the swatting call and about 30 others across the 
country. 

0:35 11/12/2021 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l.a.  county sheriff’s department is investigating a deadly 
confrontation at a gas station in east l.a.  this one happened 
around 4:00 a.m.  a deputy responded to a call that someone was 
lighting items on fire and throwing them toward a gas pump. 

2:10 11/15/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, targeted, tracked, and tased.  a couple followed 
from hollywood to upland, robbed at gunpoint in their own 
driveway.  good evening.  i’m chuck henry.   and i’m colleen 
williams.  this is just the latest attack in a disturbing trend here in 
southern california.  nbc4’s lauren coronado is live in upland for 
us right now with the investigation and the video police want you 
to see.  lauren.  reporter: chuck, colleen, we’ve reported on a lot 
of these follow-home robberies within the city of los angeles, but 
now these culprits are literally going the distance.  police tell me a 
couple was followed nearly 50 miles to their home here in upland.  
this is video captured by a neighbor’s home security camera.  a 
couple pulling into their driveway in upland early sunday morning.  
the driver opens his fiancee’s door when three men are seen 
running toward him.  police say one suspect was holding a gun, 
demanding jewelry, money, and their car. 

0:42 11/15/2021 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and mysterious sightings of this man putting neighbors on edge in 
the shadow hills community.  that’s located near the western end 
of crescenta valley.  for months, online groups have collected 
footage like this of a man reportedly with a gun lurking near their 
homes.  police are trying to find out if this is the same man who is 
connected to a series of burglaries. 

0:58 11/15/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two people were killed sitting in parked cars in a street takeover 
that happened in compton over the weekend.  now, a takeover is 
what happens when an intersection crowded with people, cars, 
and gunfire suddenly erupts in a neighborhood.  this is a memorial 
near bullis road and pine.  that’s where the latest victims of this 
illegal activity were killed.  earlier video shows the crowd 
estimated at about 300 people there. 

0:58 11/15/2021 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tomorrow morning, the jury will begin deliberations in the kyle 
rittenhouse murder trial after hearing two really starkly different 
stories during the closing arguments.  rittenhouse is accused of 
killing two people and wounding a third person during protests 
against racial injustice by police in kenosha, wisconsin.  in their 
closing arguments, the prosecution presented an ar-15 style gun 
similar to the one used by rittenhouse. 

1:01 11/15/2021 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tourists who were the victims of a smash and grab in san 
francisco prevented another robbery from happening over the 
weekend.  after a few days in the wine country, the group from 
kentucky and tennessee stopped in san francisco for a quick hike.  
their rental car was broken into while they were hiking, and listen 
to this.  they were actually waiting for a tow truck when they 
witnessed another break-in.  one of the men yelled at the thieves. 
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2:26 11/17/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that breaking news, they got their man, an intense search in the 
hills ends in an arrest.  good evening.  i’m chuck henry.  and i’m 
colleen williams.  police have been searching for an armed 
prowler terrorizing the neighbors for several days.  you can see 
live video.  but as you can see, we’re going to start with beverly 
white, live with police.  beverly? reporter: that’s right, colleen.  let 
me share with you images from news chopper 4 just a short time 
ago, depicting the capture of this man who has been sought for 
some time.  they’ve been looking for him since october we are 
told.  this is the man who was sought for terrorizing the 
neighborhoods here in shadow hills.  the man who we understand 
has been on the move for white sometime, a solo operator, 
moving from residential to commercial burglaries.  a sudden rush 
of activity reflects on the possible sighting of this man, and now 
the apprehension.  we can confirm the arrest took place with the 
assistance of canines.  the ground search and air search started 
around 7:30 this evening and we spoke before the capture with 
people who were concerned about this man terrorizing their 
neighborhoods. 

1:11 11/17/2021 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now right up to eliana in news chapter 4 alpha.  from what we can 
see, difficult terrain up there for police and the suspect.  reporter: 
it was a very difficult search, colleen.  it intensified in the last 
several hours.  the man they were looking for is now in the back 
of that rescue ambulance and will be going to the hospital.  but 
the street the ambulance is on is wentworth.  i’m going to widen 
out the shot and show you what the terrain here looks like in the 
daytime.  this is the area they were searching. 

0:31 11/17/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in the search for two missing children from tennessee.  
they were spotted in new surveillance photos taken in san 
clemente last week.  investigators say jacob claire is on the run 
with his 3-year-old son, noah, and his 13-year-old niece, amber. 

0:41 11/17/2021 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities now say a woman in a police shooting in downtown l.a.  
last month used a ghost gun to fire at the officers.  they also 
released some new body cam video of that incident.  police got a 
call october 6 that a won’t was threatening people with a gun in a 
homeless encampment off the 101 freeway. 

0:36 11/17/2021 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles county sheriff’s temperature is condemning a plan 
to replace armed law enforcement officers with unarmed patrols 
at l.a.  metro stations.  the public safety committee approved the 
proposal last month, and the sheriff’s department, the lapd, and 
long beach police department, are alternating patrols for l. 
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2:52 11/22/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

holiday shopping may look a little different this year with more 
police and large barricades surrounding some of l.a.’s biggest 
malls.   this of course a direct response to the rise of smash-and-
grab robberies, including one at the grove just last night.   nbc4’s 
robert kovacik is live now with a look at some of the 
reinforcements out there tonight.  robert.  reporter: and carolyn 
and colleen, what they’re doing right now here at the grove, 
getting ready to close up shop.  and this is what we decided to do 
tonight.  newschopper4 overhead to see how some high retail 
malls are trying to stay ahead of criminals who are entering their 
busy stealing season.  hunkering down for the holidays.  tonight 
after stores have closed, newschopper4 over the century city mall 
where barbed wire blocks an entrance and a police officer is 
present.  minutes away, beverly hills police patrolling rodeo drive.  
in the san fernando valley, this is the westfield topanga mall.  
police parked outside.  and in glendale, the americana at brand, 
all trying to avoid what we showed you live last night during the 
11:00 news on nbc4.  a smash-and-grab that had just happened.  
the goal, get inside, a sledgehammer or electric bike will do. 

2:38 11/22/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a standoff that went on for hours came to an end when officers 
took a murder suspect into custody.  police say the man was 
wanted for killing a young father who tried to stop him from 
breaking into a car in the neighborhood.  hetty chang is live right 
now in covina, where we are learning more about the witness who 
helped police.  reporter: that’s right.  we learned that witness is a 
u.p.s.  driver who happened to be making deliveries here in this 
neighborhood, when he spotted that murder suspect.  he told 
police he spotted that suspect trying to break into that apartment, 
which belongs to his estranged mother.  he was just screaming, 
ouch, ouch.  reporter: quinn backjackson, of many areas who shot 
video of the scene.  the murder suspect, 34-year-old trevor 
howard thompson, refused to surrender.  they kept telling him to 
put his hands up, but he helicopter his hands around his chest, 
holding a backpack.  finally, when he wouldn’t put his hands up, 
that’s when they started firing pepper balls.  reporter: police say it 
was this u.p.s.  driver that called in a tip that spotted the 
suspected killer, based on this photo released by police. 

2:05 11/22/2021 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and for the second time this week, pasadena police are 
investigating deadly gun violence in that city.   tonight it is not a 
child shot in his bedroom but two men shot to death on the other 
side of the town after a carjacking.  nbc4’s beverly white live in 
pasadena for us with the latest on this investigation.  beverly.  
reporter: carolyn, pasadena police tell us they recovered more 
than one weapon from this vast crime scene just north of the 210 
freeway at sunny slope and villa, but they have no explanation for 
the spree that left two men dead.  this is not a gang-related 
incident.  this has no relation to any other events that happened 
recently.   reporter: pasadena police chief john perez offering 
slight reassurance after a suspected one-man crime spree.  
investigators say it started when an unnamed man shot and 
mortally wounded a p 70-year-old man this afternoon. 

0:46 11/22/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is launching a new task force to deal with a spike in 
follow-home robberies, the latest one in hollywood ended with a 
man dead.  early this morning, a man in his 20s was gunned 
down outside a restaurant on formosa at sunset.  he was picking 
up takeout.  a woman he was with in his mercedes g-wagon told 
police as many as eight armed robbers confronted them. 
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0:33 11/22/2021 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, we told you the lapd started a new task force to deal with 
this type of follow-home robbery.  here’s how it’s going to work.  
they’ll have 20 detectives specifically assigned to these kinds of 
cases.  they’ll need to identify suspects and get them arrested 
quickly. 

0:27 11/22/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today an 8-year-old child became the sixth person to die from the 
holiday parade attack in wisconsin over the weekend.  the man 
accused of killing that child and five other people made his first 
court appearance in a bulletproof vest. 

0:32 11/22/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fate of those three men accused of killing ahmaud arbery is 
now in the hands of a jury.  police say gregory mcmichael, his son 
travis, and their neighborhood william bryant confronted arbery 
when he was on a run last year. 

0:48 11/22/2021 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county family is suing the city of anaheim for a deadly 
police shooting they say should have been handled as a mental 
health crisis.  brandon lopez was shot after an hours-long standoff 
in santa ana in september.  this all started with this pursuit.  police 
say he was driving a stolen vehicle and when he finally got out, he 
was killed. 

2:03 11/22/2021 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a man shot and killed at an illegal cock fight is now 
seeking justice.  police say more than 150 people were at that 
event when the shooting happened, but not one person is helping 
to find the killer.  nbc 4’s john cadiz klemack has more.  reporter: 
the videos come from a cell phone from a man whose final visuals 
were exactly this.  an illegal cock fighting ring.  thousands at 
stake, and a 27-year-old father of five is winning.  he was a big 
guy, probably looked tough.  but his heart was so kind and loving.  
reporter: she says her brother, omar, did everything for his family.  
he was loving and protective.  he would do anything to help 
anybody.  reporter: that night, no one was there to help him.  his 
wife heard the shots.  she had come to pick him up.  when she 
ran to the back of the property, she found him.  my husband got 
shot. 

0:47 11/22/2021 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the owner of an inland empire market says her business is the 
latest target of a distraction robbery.  the owner of village ranch 
market in fontana gave us this security video.  last monday just 
before closing, several women walked into the market.  one of 
them holding a baby.  two of them distracted the employees while 
one went upstairs to the office. 
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3:09 12/1/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is "nbc 4 news" at 11:00.  and right now at 11:00, a beloved 
philanthropist and wife of a music legend, shot and killed in her 
beverly hills home.  tonight, reaction is pouring in after the death 
of jacqueline avon.  tonight, police are still looking for the killers, 
but they are not calling this a home invasion robbery.  beverly 
white joins us live with the latest.  beverly? reporter: that’s right, 
carolyn.  the home in which she was killed remains off-limits right 
now as police scour for leads in this disturbing act of violence.  i 
wish to extend our deepest condolences to the victim’s family in 
this case.  reporter: the police chief confirmed the police shooting 
of 81-year-old jacqueline avont, where investigators responded 
around 2:30 a.m.  the wife of music mogul ch clarence, died.  we 
are investigating all possible motives, and we will not speculate 
on anything that’s out there, including if this was a robbery 
attempt or not.  reporter: news chopper 4 showed shattered glass, 
but police are releasing few details.  they did say clarence and a 
security guard were home but uninjured.  it’s just so scary.  
unbelievable.  this used to be such a safe neighborhood.  
reporter: jacqueline and clarence avant lived here for 55 years.  
his career was profiled in the netflix documentary "black god 
father. 

1:04 12/1/2021 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 17-year-old is now the fourth student to die following that high 
school shooting in michigan yesterday.  the announcement of his 
death came just before the gunman appeared in court to hear the 
charges against him.  we learned he will be tried as an adult.  he 
pledded not guilty to the charges, including four counts of first 
degree murder and terrorism.  video shows how the killing spre 
began.  the shooter walking out of a bathroom on campus and 
shooting in the hallway, at times tugging on barricaded doors. 

2:34 12/1/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a serial robber breaking in and slithering around on his stomach.  
police say this man has crept through several riverside 
businesses, staying low and sneaking away with stolen goods.  
tony shin has the search for the man being called the small 
business snake.  reporter: this is surveillance video from last 
friday at around 5:30 in the morning.  that’s when a burglar crawls 
across the floo at this salon.  the owner got into work later that 
morning and couldn’t believe what happened.  and slithering 
through the salon, it just gave me chills up my spine.  it’s such a 
huge violation.  i was wondering why are you sliding on the floor? 
reporter: she says her security company told her that the burglar 
was staying low so he wouldn’t trip the motion sensors, which is 
why for seven minutes, she says the thief criminals around, 
stealing hundreds of dollars in hair products, petty cash from the 
register, and also a safe, containing more than $8,000.  she 
showed us how he got inside, right through the roof and down the 
fire escape.  she gave us pictures of the big mess he left behind. 
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2:18 12/7/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, another shooting.  a teenager gunned down outside 
an elementary school in boyle heights.  tonight a community 
coming together to track down the killer.  good evening, everyone.  
i’m colleen williams.   and i’m robert kovacik.  chuck is off tonight.  
we want to get right to nbc4’s beverly white, who is live for us at 
lapd’s hollenbeck division with the very latest.  beverly.   reporter: 
that’s right, robert.  hollenbeck investigators who caught the case 
say they don’t know who killed this unidentified high school 
student or why, only that he died on-scene and that at least ten 
shots were fired.  cell phone cameras show the moment 
distraught loved ones reached evergreen park, where a 14-year-
old way shot and killed outside the rec center around 3:30 p.m.  
as night fell, more relatives came to mourn the child.  this woman 
says he’s her nephew but declined to give his name.   i just got a 
call from work that he was shot.  i took off from work, and we’re 
just right here trying to figure out what’s going on. 

1:52 12/7/2021 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another community in mourning and shock after a triple shooting 
in wilmington.  this time a 13-year-old boy was killed and a young 
girl shot and critically injured while she was on the playground at 
her school.  while police now search for the shooters, loved ones 
are remembering those young victims.  nbc4’s hetty chang with 
that story.  we’re all a community, and we all love each other.   
reporter: they filled the night with prayers.  mourners hoping to 
take away the pain of this wilmington community, where a 12-
year-old boy named alexander, just shy of his 13th birthday, was 
killed here monday night.  i just came from their house.  it really 
broke my heart that i got to see the christmas tree.  i got to see 
his stocking with his name.  so the mom said, you know, he was 
really excited about christmas. 

0:37 12/7/2021 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have seen a rise in smash-and-grab robberies, but this may 
be a new one.  a crash and grab.  a group of thieves drove a car 
through the doors at westwood jewelry over the weekend.  the 
owner says the damage far exceeds the cost of what was stolen, 
roughly $200. 

0:24 12/7/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the melrose corridor has become a hotbed for crime recently, and 
now new security cameras are going up in that area.  they’re 
designed to read license plates, and they will be placed on private 
property. 

1:46 12/7/2021 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, when you hear about all these robberies, you may be 
thinking about adding security to your own home or perhaps your 
business.  if so, you are not alone.  as nbc4’s angie crouch tells 
us, security companies have never been busier.  reporter: this is 
one of many stops these technicians from l.a.  security cameras 
will make this week.  today they’re installing surveillance 
equipment on a duplex in lafayette park.   i just want to make sure 
i can see everything, you know.   reporter: homeowner rodney 
decided to add security cameras to his home after seeing news 
reports about more than 180 follow-home robberies in los angeles 
this year.  ronaldo his says dog cocoa puff is small but ferocious 
and may scare off an attacker but he’s not taking any chances. 

0:15 12/13/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, police responded to an armed robbery in van nuys.  it 
happened just before 8:00 tonight at a home along monroe place. 

0:25 12/13/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also the lapd is investigating smash-and-grab robberies at three t-
mobile stores in the valley.  police say three robbers targeted a 
store in studio city and then one in woodland hills. 
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2:12 12/13/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are following breaking news.  right now police are investigating 
a robbery at a home in west hollywood where masked men 
apparently entered that property.  robert kovacik joins us now live 
from there.  robert.  reporter: carolyn, they did more than enter.  
they barged into this home.  we just spoke with two of the people 
who were inside at the time.  these men armed with bats just went 
inside of that home and then started making demands.  before 
you hear what they say, just a little bit about where i’m standing.  
this dorrington avenue.  it’s a very quiet street, but we do want to 
point out it also has very easy access.  this is san vicente, just 
south of melrose, actually between melrose here and beverly.  
now, to what happened just about an hour or two hours ago, and 
here are two of the people describing the events that took place.  
they were like [ bleep ] get out, you have to go.  give me your 
phone. 

0:28 12/13/2021 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are still looking for the driver who hit and seriously injured a 
woman in westwood in october.  take a look at the video here.  
you can see the woman walking across beverly glen boulevard.  
this happened october 30th. 

0:43 12/15/2021 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re following more breaking news tonight.  the fbi confirms it’s 
made an arrest in the death of 24-year-old model last month.  the 
lapd had been investigating claims from the family that christy 
giles and her friend were drugged and dropped off at different 
hospitals after a night of partying november 12th. 

2:51 12/16/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, a threat of violence at schools all across the country 
tomorrow.  the social media threat catching the attention of the fbi 
and school districts everywhere.  good evening, everyone.  i’m 
colleen williams.   and i’m chuck henry.  this started on tiktok, and 
it spread to other platforms, but is it credible? the fbi says, no, 
there are no specific threats at this time.  but they are disruptive.  
let’s get right to nbc4’s robert kovacik live at lausd headquarters in 
downtown l.a.  robert.  reporter: colleen and chuck, it bears 
repeating, nothing credible out of any school district anywhere in 
the country, and that includes here, the country’s second largest 
school district, los angeles unified.  still, precautions are in place 
after what is spreading on social media and what law enforcement 
agencies must consider to be a nationwide nuisance.  it is the 
social media platform famous for users posting challenges, from 
detergent to deodorant.  but now police across the country taking 
notice of another anonymous and ominous challenge.  basically it 
is saying that all schools in the united states will be targeted on 
december 17th.  reporter: tiktok tweeting it takes all threats 
seriously but claims it has not found any threats on its platform. 
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2:55 12/16/2021 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men including a los angeles actor have now been arrested 
in the deaths of two young women.  police say that the women 
may have been drugged and dumped outside different hospitals, 
and tonight we’re hearing from their families and from a couple 
who tells us one of those suspects told them all about that night 
days later.  nbc4’s hetty chang now has more on those 
conversations.  reporter: the couple tells me they could not 
believe what they were hearing.  they made sure to take some 
mental notes and took that information straight to police.  model 
kristi giles and her friend hilda cabral es had so much life to live.  
lives cut tragically short after police believe they were drugged 
during a night of partying last month.  aspiring actor brent osborn 
has been arrested.   he just starts with, i had the craziest 
weekend of my life.  reporter: this couple says they ran into 
osborne at a commercial shoot where he appeared to almost brag 
about his encounter with the dpirls.  even telling them he devised 
a plan to drop them off at separate hospitals.   it just sounded like 
some crazy, made-up story.  at first i thought it was just guys talk, 
you know, about partying all night because his voice was not 
serious. 

1:43 12/16/2021 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there are still a lot of questions tonight in oak park.  that’s where a 
woman discovered the bodies of three people inside a home.  as 
nbc4’s beverly white now tells us, there were no obvious signs of 
a crime there.  however, the deaths have been deemed 
suspicious.  reporter: proof of residency is now required for 
neighbors to return to homes on this politic, where the triple 
suspicious death investigation continues into the night.  festive 
holiday decorations disrupt the darkness on evanwood avenue 
while police lights mark the home overrun by first responders 
since around 3:20 p.m.   sheriff dispatch received a call from a 
family member saying she found an adult and -- an adult male 
and two adult females deceased inside the residence. 

0:24 12/16/2021 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are asking for the public’s help in finding a burglar who has 
been targeting businesses in the san fernando valley.  60 so far.  
police call him the 2:00 rock burglar, and that’s because the 
break-ins happen between 2:00 and 4:00 a. 

0:51 12/20/2021 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

first we want to take you to breaking news right now.  this is at the 
hotel rosalind in downtown l.a.  where a man has been taken into 
custody for a stabbing.  eliana moreno live overhead in 
newschopper4 alpha.  reporter: chuck and colleen, this happened 
at the historic rod lind hotel here in downtown at main and fifth 
street.  officers are now starting to open up the streets and 
clearing the scene. 

1:39 12/20/2021 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re also following breaking news tonight out of bel-air.  that’s 
where one of america’s most expensive homes has been 
burglarized.  nbc4’s robert kovacik joins us live right now from 
outside that home.  robert.  reporter: chuck, it seems almost 
nightly that we are covering robberies and burglaries in some 
unlikely areas, whether it’s hancock park, beverly hills, or right 
here off bel-air road in bel-air.  this exclusive community targeted 
tonight.  the lapd is out here in force as we take a look at 
newschopper4 aerials a short time ago.  we can tell you exactly 
what we know so far.  this was a hot prowl burglary reported 
around 9:30 this evening.  there were two men that accessed this 
property. 

0:25 12/20/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police shooting investigation is now under way at a hotel in 
ontario.  tonight officers were called to the quality inn on vineyard 
avenue.  once they showed up, there was some sort of 
confrontation. 
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0:33 12/20/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an apparent road rage incident was captured on a dashboard 
camera in riverside.  video shows atv riders doing tricks in traffic 
on la sierra boulevard yesterday.  that’s when a jeep suddenly 
speeds through the group.  then just a short time later, one of the 
atv riders appears to hit the jeep. 

0:33 12/20/2021 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re following a developing story out of san jose tonight.  shots 
fired at the westfield oak ridge mall.  police showed up there.  
people were ordered to shelter in place just before 6:00 this 
evening after reports that one person was shot near the forever 
21 store. 

0:30 12/20/2021 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are asking for your help identifying a man and two women 
suspected in a series of holdups at 711 stores across l.a.  
authorities released this security video today and it shows a 
pattern.  police say the group walked into the stores. 

0:43 12/20/2021 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have an update on that breaking news, the burglary that 
happened in bel air.   nbc4’s robert kovacik joins us with some 
new information on this, robert.   reporter: colleen and chuck, we 
have resolution of what the lapd called a hot prowl burglary at one 
of the most expensive homes in the united states. 

2:58 12/27/2021 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now at 11:00, newly released video exposes the chaos 
inside a burlington store packed with christmas shoppers.  that’s 
when lapd officers fired shots, hitting and killing a suspect and a 
teenager in the dressing room.  good evening, everyone.  i’m 
carolyn johnson.  chuck and colleen are off tonight.  that shooting 
happened last week, and police are releasing the footage now.  
nbc4’s beverly white is live in north hollywood for us with that 
newly released video.  beverly.  reporter: carolyn, the video is 
violent and graphic and not suitable for all viewers.  it captures the 
events leading up to the killings of two people inside this 
burlington story behind me, including the child, valentina peralta, 
memorialized here tonight outside the store.  the lapd says the girl 
was shopping with her mom last thursday when 24-year-old 
daniel lopez entered the burlington store with his bicycle and this 
cable lock and refused to leave.  cameras show him acting 
strangely and attacking women with the lock as witnesses 
scattered and others called 911.  evacuate the building, 
everybody! what’s your emergency? i have a customer in my 
store attacking customers.  i’m not sure if he has a gun, but i think 
he’s making threats inside the store. 

0:29 12/27/2021 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, the lapd wants you to be on the lookout for a family 
of five they say is missing out of sun valley.  police say they tried 
to arrest them today on charges of child neglect and drug abuse, 
but when they arrived at their home on hadden avenue, the 
couple, their two toddlers and their newborn baby had vanishes. 

0:27 12/27/2021 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a glendora man is now charged in the deadly shooting of a ups 
driver.  joey casillas, a father of three, died while trying to stop a 
man from carjacking a driver and trying to steal a parked bmw in 
covina. 

0:46 12/27/2021 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

huntington beach police shot a man armed with a gun who they 
say was shooting at people enjoying sunset beach.  police caught 
up with that man at third street and south pacific avenue.  officers 
ordered him to drop the weapon.  when he didn’t, they shot him.  
earlier and about five blocks away, witnesses say that same 
suspect tried to carjack a man and then shot a bicyclist in the 
back. 
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2:33 12/28/2021 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one day after the lapd released videos of that deadly shooting 
inside a burlington store in north hollywood, we’re hearing from 
the parents of the child killed by police gunfire.  nbc4’s beverly 
white has the latest on their pursuit for justice.  reporter: this 
burlington store where last thursday lapd killed valentina orellana-
peralta remains closed to shoppers.  but miles away in downtown 
l.a., her parents spoke publicly for the first time about their pain.  
valentina life matters! reporter: citizens and civil rights activists 
rallied at police headquarters to support the parents of 14-year-
old shooting victim valentina orellana-peralta.   we should not 
have to sacrifice innocent life in the name of safety.   reporter: 
crowds united against the lapd officers scene on body cam video 
using lethal force against a man who attacked burling store 
shoppers with a metal bicycle lock.  the suspect, daniel elena 
lopez was killed.  a rick ochet bullet pierced a wall.  attorney 
crump translated soledad peralta’s account of her daughter’s final 
moments. 

0:28 12/28/2021 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a $10,000 reward is offered for the safe return of a 
french bulldog stolen after his owner was beatsen and dragged by 
a car in west hollywood.  that victim was walking his dog, luca, 
near sun set and doheny this morning when he says a man and a 
woman pulled up in a car. 

0:20 12/28/2021 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another smash-and-grab robbery at a shopping mall tonight, this 
time in rancho cuca cucamonga.  at happened at the alexander 
jewelers store at victoria gardens just after 5:30 tonight. 

0:30 11/3/2021 11:33p cultural 

 it’s been more than 50 years since thousands of mexican-
americans took a stand against the vietnam war.  it gave birth to 
an entire generation of mexican-american activists.  they also 
wanted to pay homage to those who served and gave their lives 
without recognition from the u. 

0:36 11/17/2021 11:18p cultural 

murals with meaning.  they were unveiled outside a housing 
project in south los angeles today.  and anyone who was passing 
by the residence on main will now see two women, they’re facing 
each other.  the artist who brought them to life says it’s an ode to 
cthe culture and family. 

2:11 10/18/2021 11:08p deaths 

few have served this country in and out of uniform in such 
distinguished roles as colin powell.  today the nation mourned his 
death.  the four-star general who began his career in rotc, at one 
point considered a run for the position of commander in chief.  
tributes continue to pour in tonight for this towering figure of 
military and foreign policy.   very pleased to be --  reporter: a four-
star general, world-renowned statesman, and a trail blazing 
advocate for human rights.  colin powell has died at the age of 84 
from complications of covid-19.   he’s not only a dear friend and a 
patriot, one of our great military leaders and a man of 
overwhelming decency.   reporter: powell’s family writing he 
passed away at walter reed national military medical center this 
morning, noting he was fully vaccinated.  his battle with the blood 
cancer multiple myeloma made him vulnerable to severe covid.  
his legacy of service made him an icon of both military and foreign 
policy, admired across the political spectrum. 

0:25 11/12/2021 11:17p deaths 

one of the entrepreneurs who traveled to space on that blue origin 
flight has died in a plane crash.  glen defreeze was one of the 
civilians who took that historic flight less than a month ago with 
actor william shatner onboard. 
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1:08 12/28/2021 11:06p deaths 

legendary nfl broadcaster and super bowl-winning coach john 
madden has died.  nfl commissioner roger goodell says madden 
died unexpectedly this morning.  his calls of bam and pow 
became part of the football vernacular.  while he was known to 
one generation as a coach and broadcaster, madden is also well 
known to another as the man whose name is one of the most 
popular video game franchises of all time, madden football.  john 
madden spent more than 20 seasons in the broadcast booth for 
fox, cbs, abc, and nbc sunday night football. 

0:40 12/28/2021 11:07p deaths 

people across the political spectrum are honoring the life and 
legacy of former senate majority leader harry reid.  reid died today 
after a four-year battle with pancreatic cancer.  he was nevada’s 
longest serving member of congress, retiring in 2016.  he’s 
credited with building consensus and helping pass the affordable 
care act. 

0:54 11/15/2021 11:33p diversity 

smiling new faces headed to sesame street next week.   she 
plays music, skateboards, and is about to make real history.  chi 
young will be the first asian-american muppet to join the cast.  the 
7-year-old korean-american will be introduced during a special 
called see us coming together.  the woman behind the character 
says the gold is twofold.  celebrate the asian-pacific islander 
community and open up conversations about a recent spike in 
anti-asian racism in the u. 

1:44 10/18/2021 11:15p education 

today parents across the state took a stand against governor 
newsom’s vaccine mandate for students.  some of them 
protested.  others just kept their kids at home today.  nbc4’s 
anoushah rasta has a look at the growing resistance at schools 
statewide.  reporter: governor gavin newsom’s announcement 
mandating covid-19 vaccines for schoolchildren is sparking 
parents with strong opinions against it to pull their kids out of 
class in protest.  there are going to be consequences as far as 
students not coming to school, students leaving schools and 
different things like that if they do go through with this mandate.  
it’s going to hurt schools in the long run.   reporter: a flier by a 
local organization called moms on the ground has been 
circulating on social media, calling on public school teachers and 
students throughout california to stay home from class today if 
they want to speak out against the governor’s decision. 

0:56 10/28/2021 11:10p education 

tonight there are new calls for accountability over the viral shvideo 
showing a riversi teacher mimicking native americans.  since we 
first told you this story last week, protesters are now calling on the 
district to fire that match taeacher.  the video taken at john w.  
north high school shows her wearing a fake leather headdress 
and dancing in class.  she was apparently trying to articulate a 
mnemonic device to help the students learn trigonometry. 

0:42 11/2/2021 11:17p education 

long beach city college now has a new way to help homeless 
students.  students sleeping in their cars can now do so in the 
safety of a parking structure.  they also have access to showers, 
restrooms, and wi-fi.  long beach city college officials say that 
roughly 70 students sleep in cars every night. 
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1:53 11/15/2021 11:15p education 

school officials at ucla are making changes to the way students 
get into athletic events after a dangerous crowd surge outside 
poly pavilion on friday.  nbc4’s anoushah rasta with a student who 
was trapped between thousands of people that night.  reporter: 
when a massive crowd of eager ucla basketball fans started 
getting rowdy outside poly pavilion on friday before the game, it 
reminded some students of the deadly astro world concert in 
houston nearly two weeks ago.   people were making parallels to 
what happened in houston at the travis scott concert.  reporter: 
ucla student matthew wellis says he and his friend were in line on 
friday hoping to get seats to ucla’s game against villanova but 
tells us the crowd started to surge about two hours before game 
time when doors opened. 

0:28 11/17/2021 11:09p education 
l.a.  unified school district plans to relax some covid requirements 
next semester.  students will not have to wear a mask outside if at 
least 85% of the children at the school are fully vaccinated. 

0:26 12/13/2021 11:12p education 

happening tomorrow, the l.a.  unified school board will vote on 
whether to delay the deadline for students to be fully vaccinated.  
right now more than 30,000 students are set to miss the january 
vaccine deadline to return to campus. 

1:38 10/4/2021 11:16p employment/labor 

well, hollywood hasn’t seen something like this in more than a 
decade.   film and television production could soon shut down if 
the people behind the cameras and producers cannot agree on a 
contract.  the international alliance of theatrical stage employees 
and the alliance of motion picture and television producers have 
been negotiating a new contract since may.  since then, people 
who work behind the scenes have banded together sharing horror 
stories online of poor working conditions and long hours with few 
breaks.  over the weekend, more than 52,000 members voted to 
approve a strike if producers don’t meet their demands.  if iatse 
does strike it would be the first in history. 

0:21 10/4/2021 11:20p employment/labor 
new york city’s vaccine mandate for school employees went into 
effect today.  it requires teachers and other staff members to be at 
least partially vaccinated. 

0:52 10/5/2021 11:09p employment/labor 

dozens of people rallied outside beverly hills city hall today.   they 
were there to support 25 firefighters who refused to get the 
vaccine.  it’s required by an l.a.  county mandate.  one firefighter 
was granted a permanent medical exemption.  18 others have 
temporary medical or religious exemptions.  i feel like they’re 
pushing my religious liberties aside, and they’re trampling on my 
freedoms. 

0:25 10/5/2021 11:19p employment/labor 
new tonight, work at all the kellogg cereal plants in the country 
shut down after 1,400 workers went on strike.  that strike affects 
plants in nebraska, michigan, pennsylvania, and tennessee. 

0:23 10/11/2021 11:11p employment/labor 

now to the pandemic.  the los angeles school district is now 
extending its deadline for employees to get their covid 
vaccinations.  the district is now requiring employees to get their 
first dose by this friday and that second dose by november 15th. 

#VALUE! 10/11/2021 11:20p employment/labor 

thousands of health care workers with kaiser permanente are 
planning a strike.  roughly 96% of kaiser’s southern california 
workforce voted in favor of the strike.  severe staffing shortages 
have led to strained contract negotiations between kaiser and the 
union that represents most of their employees.   
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0:48 10/20/2021 11:33p employment/labor 

today, some employees at netflix walked off the job at their l.a.  
offices calling on netflix to stand up for the transgender 
community.  it was a direct response to comedian dave chappell’s 
latest special.  they say he made transphobic comments.  netflix 
has defended the special and chappell, who says he has no hate 
in his heart.  a lot of communities, particularly the black trans 
community, we have always been the brunt of the joke. 

2:08 10/28/2021 11:07p employment/labor 

we’re hearing tonight from teachers at granada hills charter 
school, said to be the first here in california fired over defying 
covid vaccine mandates.  nbc4’s beverly white tonight has their 
story and reaction from their former employer.  reporter: granada 
hills charter was bustling with student activity today near signs 
touting years of academic success.  but outside teachers 
protested losing their jobs for not following the covid vaccine 
mandate at ghc.  they’re disappointed because this is a charter 
school, and charter school champion options.  i would have done 
anything to keep my job.  i would have tested every single day.  i 
would have double masked.   reporter: iris allen was one of seven 
staffers fired by unanimous vote at last night’s granada hills 
charter board meeting.  in a statement about the decision, the 
school says, although ghc was able to effectively provide 
accommodations to employees who needed additional time to get 
vaccinated due to medical issues, the school cannot 
accommodate any employees who refuse to ever get vaccinated. 

0:39 11/10/2021 11:04p employment/labor 

l.a.  fire union is suing the city over the covid vaccine mandate.  
the mandate requires city employees, including firefighters, to get 
vaccinated by december 18th, provide an exemption, or pay for a 
test twice a week.  we spoke to the president of the union who 
says the decision was reached without negotiation. 

0:29 11/12/2021 11:18p employment/labor 

we should know by monday the results of a contract vote for the 
union representing many behind the scenes workers in hollywood.  
online voting is under way for a new contract.  at issue, pay, 
benefits, and safety. 

0:22 11/15/2021 11:11p employment/labor 

today was the deadline for l.a.  unified employees to be fully 
vaccinated.  in october, the district said 97% of workers were 
vaccinated.  employees who don’t meet the vaccination 
requirement may face disciplinary action. 

0:26 11/15/2021 11:12p employment/labor 

it’s been nearly a month since the city of los angeles was 
supposed to start testing workers twice a week if they hadn’t been 
vaccinated.  but the i-team has learned not a single test has been 
administered so far. 

0:28 11/15/2021 11:17p employment/labor 

a strike by 60,000 people who work behind the scenes on film and 
tv productions has now been averted.  today members of the 
international alliance of theatrical and stage employees, better 
known as iatse, voted to ratify contracts with producers. 

0:51 11/17/2021 11:07p employment/labor 

turning now to the pandemic.  dozens of l.a.  city employees are 
now on unpaid leave after refusing to sign notices that they would 
get vaccinated.  and more could join them in the coming weeks.  
the mayor made the announcement today in his first public 
comments since he tested positive while he was overseas.  he 
urged all adults, anyone over the age of 18, to get the booster 
shots. 
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1:29 12/1/2021 11:11p employment/labor 

tonight, the deadline came and went for major league baseball 
and its players.  there is now a lockout.  that’s right.  this is the 
first baseball work stoppage in more than a quarter century.  and 
fred roggin joins us right now.  fred, what happens next? first of 
all, we knew this was coming.  it’s not a shock or surprise.  
everybody no what was going to happen.  the owners and players 
union are far apart on a new contract.  so when the owners locked 
out the players, this becomes a situation where both sides now 
hunker down and hammer out a new deal.  even rob manford said 
this is the best mech scanism to protec the 2022 season. 

0:39 10/5/2021 11:33p entertainment 

well, it is the nation’s oldest and most celebrated parade, the rose 
parade in pasadena.  today we learned who will be front and 
center of it all.  levar burton, the actor and director’s careers 
spans roots, star trek, reading rainbow and guest hosting 
"jeopardy!" and now grand marshal. 

1:47 10/11/2021 11:05p entertainment 

the other big story tonight, game three at dodger stadium certainly 
not the outcome fans were hoping for tonight as the dodgers drop 
game three to the giants.  nbc4’s kim baldonado has their reaction 
from dodger stadium.  kim, to the dodger faithful, they’re just 
down one game, right? reporter: exactly, colleen.  you must have 
been out here tonight because that’s what everyone was saying.  
they have such a positive attitude.  the fans did come to cheer on 
their team, but with a game that was 0-0 for four innings, there 
wasn’t much to cheer about.  when there finally was a run on the 
board, it was not for l.a.  now, a soldout crowd of more than 
50,000 fans braved the cold and windy weather for nine innings 
but in the end, the boys in blue couldn’t score a single run. 

1:14 10/11/2021 11:07p entertainment 

fred roggin, it seems to me that you were battling the deciding 
factor in tonight’s game early on when we saw you at 5:00.  
there’s two things to look at.  first of all, you score one run, you’re 
not going to win.  that’s the bottom line.  they outhit them.  they 
didn’t score enough runs.  they left runners on base.  but you 
might say you win some, you lose some.  if you’re going to win 
the world series, how in the world can you lose 1-0 in a playoff 
game? you cannot do that.  the dodgers are better than that.  max 
scherzer pitched his heart out tonight. 

1:41 10/11/2021 11:08p entertainment 

now, another big story.  the raiders head coach jon gruden.   
yeah, that was a surprise.   yeah, he resigned.  this broke right 
before we went on at 6:00.  gruden is out as head coach of the 
raiders after those horrible emails from his past surfaced.  in a 
recent "new york times" article.  you know what this means.  
somebody wanted to get him, and they got him.  when you go 
back ten years to go through somebody’s emails and find things 
out, somebody wanted him gone.  gruden met with owner mark 
davis earlier this evening and that was the end of that.  davis 
accepted gruden’s resignation.  no surprise with everything we’ve 
learned the past few days.  it stems from that "new york times" 
article that reported gruden used racist, misogynistic and anti-gay 
language in numerous emails over a seven-year period starting in 
2010. 
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2:53 10/11/2021 11:15p entertainment 

i can’t get no satisfaction well, their fans are certainly getting 
some satisfaction tonight knowing that the stones are now in 
southern california, and they’re set to perform here a little bit later 
this week.  robert kovacik is live for us tonight in burbank where 
the band blew into town just like the wind.  robert? reporter: yeah.  
it was a bumpy flight actually, chuck.  they landed just before 7:00 
tonight at a private terminal here behind me at hollywood burbank 
airport.  when it comes to rock and roll royalty, those of us who 
were allowed access were given strict guidelines to follow.  we 
were kept eight feet back.  yes, they measured.  and we were 
allowed to ask just one question each.  the stones were all too 
happy to answer all of our questions -- well, almost all of them.  
tonight, an old-school arrival fitting for a band that’s been together 
for six decades.  there they were, the rolling stones, stepping off 
their chartered plane in burbank.  no screaming fans but a few of 
us journalists to welcome them back.   we’re really looking 
forward to the two l.a.  shows, so that’s --  yeah.   reporter: for the 
first time the stones will play at sofi stadium and they’re looking 
forward to it. 

0:33 10/11/2021 11:34p entertainment william shatner's space flight postponed to Wednesday 

2:23 10/19/2021 11:03p entertainment 

all right.  now tonight, game three of the playoffs with atlanta was 
an incredible, underscore incredible, comeback win for the 
dodgers.  down three runs in the eighth.  and it also shows why 
you never want to leave the ballpark early.   now the dodgers can 
even the series tomorrow.  fred roggin would never leave a game 
early.   never.   he was at the stadium, joins us live.  you were 
pretty pumped up when i saw at the top of the 7:00 news.  i was.  
by the way, i have left early.  i made that mistake and i don’t do 
that anymore.  here’s the bottom line.  going into the eighth 
inning, the stadium was dead silent.  a feeling of impending doom.  
the dodgers were down 5-2.  if they were to go down 3-0 in this 
series, it would have been a death sentence.  enter the guy who 
is finally starting to break out a season long slump.  a few months 
ago, there was talk of sending cody bellinger down to oklahoma 
city.  tonight, cody saved the dodgers season.   he sends one 
high and deep.  way back right center field. 

1:52 10/20/2021 11:10p entertainment 

the dodgers, lost big-time tonight.  game four against atlanta.  
they’re now in a critical position, win or go home.  it’s like they ran 
out of gas tonight.  fred roggin joins us right now.  fred, where 
were the bats tonight? here’s the bottom line.  i know that people 
that casually watch the dodgers were like, come on, boys in blue, 
let’s get them.  but if you watched them all year long and 
monitored what they did, they were either feast or famine.  they 
would either hit the cover off the ball or struggle mightily.  this 
happened all year long.  often times what gets you someplace 
dooms you.  that’s where they were tonight and it’s not really 
good.  from the height of elation to despair.  last night the dodgers 
found the magic.  tonight, no imaginer to be hand.  an awful 
performance, and now they are on the brink of elimination. 

0:48 10/28/2021 11:05p entertainment 

and tonight for the first time, we’re hearing from the armorer who 
was assigned to the movie with alec baldwin in new mexico.  the 
cinematographer was shot and killed by a live round there fired by 
baldwin on-set last week.  now, the film’s director was also shot, 
but he survived.  a statement from the attorney for hannah 
gutierrez says, in part, hannah has no idea where the live rounds 
came from. 
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0:34 10/28/2021 11:33p entertainment 

actress and producer regina king is cementing her place in 
hollywood, and today she placed her hands and footprints in the 
cement at the tlc chinese theater -- or tcl chinese theater.  either 
way, it’s a great place.  it’s the latest in a career that has seen 
four emmys, an oscar and a golden globe. 

0:42 11/2/2021 11:07p entertainment 

raiders have now released their wide receiver following a deadly 
crash that happened very early this morning.  he faces charges of 
felony dui and he was taken off to jail.  las vegas metro police say 
that ruggs was driving a corvette that slammed into the back of a 
toyota rav-4 at around 3:30 in the morning. 

0:27 11/2/2021 11:17p entertainment 

new at 11:00.  actor jason momoa is oh recovering at home after 
testing positive for covid.  the aqua man star shared on his 
instagram story that he got hit with covid after going to the 
premiere of "dune" in london. 

0:21 11/2/2021 11:33p entertainment Tupac exhibit coming to LA Live 

2:12 11/3/2021 11:15p entertainment 

the husband of the cinematographer killed on the set of alec 
baldwin’s film "rust" has hired a law firm now in los angeles that 
specializes in personal injury and wrongful death cases.  the 
woman in charge of weapons on that production has already 
lawyered up, and today her attorneys suggested that the bullet 
that killed halyna hutchins was planted.  it was no accident on the 
set of "rust." that’s the stunning and explosive claim from the 
attorneys that represent the movie’s armorer, hannah gutierrez-
reed.  they suggest a live bullet was purposely planted with 
dummy and blank rounds, resulting in hutchinson’s death.  the 
person who put the live round in the box of dummy rounds had to 
have the purpose of sabotaging the set.  reporter: the attorneys 
representing gutierrez-reed confirm the 24-year-old did check the 
revolver for ammo before dave halls gave the gun to alec baldwin.  
but they say she couldn’t easily tell the difference between the 
blanks and real bullets in the chamber. 

0:55 11/10/2021 11:05p entertainment 

the chief electrician for the movie "rust" is suing alec baldwin and 
other staff for that deadly shooting on the set.  he says his friend, 
cinematographer haelalyna hutch died in his arms.  he was 
standing next to her when alec baldwin shot we are with a live 
round.  today, he described the scarring moments he will never 
forget.  this was so loud, the sound, so loud.  and i never heard 
that sound on movie set. 

2:13 11/12/2021 11:00p entertainment 

and now at 11:00, celebrations from downtown l.a.  to west 
hollywood as britney spears is free from her father’s control for 
the first time in 14 years.  good evening, everyone.  i’m colleen 
williams.   and i’m carolyn johnson.  chuck is off tonight.  those 
celebrations happening now in west hollywood.  fans of the pop 
star toasting her independence on a day britney calls the best day 
ever.  nbc4’s beverly white with the judge’s ruling and the fans 
who say they helped to make this happen.   reporter: l.a.’s mosk 
courthouse is quiet now but earlier, fans demanded a judge set 
their pop princess free.  britney spears was not present at the 
hearing where judge brenda penny terminated the nearly 14-year-
old conservatorship begun after a series of shaky events in 
spears’ life.  the termination did not require her to undergo a 
psychiatric evaluation.  britney, as of today, is a free woman, and 
she’s an independent woman, and the rest with her support 
system will be up to britney. 
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2:11 11/12/2021 11:18p entertainment 

they will be here in just a few weeks.  the k-pop sensation bts will 
play their first live concert since the beginning of the pandemic 
right here in l.a.  nbc4’s robert kovacik shows us how one young 
man is doing all he can now to make sure he gets to see his 
favorite band.  reporter: in newbury park, one teenager is taking it 
one porch at a time.  it’s an afterschool job that can be 
exhausting.  but 14-year-old harrison cancilla has a plan.   so 
harrison, why have you been working so hard? to get tickets.   to 
get tickets? what do you want tickets for? bts.   bts? bts! â™« 
reporter: bts is coming to l.a.   why do you want tickets to bts? my 
favorite.   they’re your favorite? reporter: oh, yes.  harrison’s got 
the moves down, practicing at home.  â™« practicing in the car.  
he’s awesome.  he’s shy, but he’s awesome.   reporter: the family 
adopted harrison.   there’s actually hundreds of families who want 
to adopt children with down syndrome. 

2:31 11/17/2021 11:04p entertainment 

yet another lawsuit has been filed in connection with that deadly 
shooting on the set of alec baldwin’s film, "rust." robert kovacik 
joins us in the studio now with some alarming new allegations.  
reporter: this is the second lawsuit filed in a week.  this one by the 
script supervisor who called 911.  her attorney says the shooting 
did not take place during a rehearsal.  it was before the rehearsal 
even started.  this lawsuit contends alec baldwin should have 
checked whether the gun was loaded and what’s more, questions 
what he was even doing holding a firearm in the first place.  i 
relive the shooting and the sound of the explosion from the gun 
over and over again.  reporter: she says she was so close when 
alec baldwin killed ha laina hutchens on the set-"rust," she was 
injured herself.  i was stunned.  i heard someone moaning and i 
turned around and my director was falling backwards and holding 
his upper body.  i saw ha laina going down.  reporter: with her 
attorney, gloria allred, they detailed a lawsuit that takes aim at 
baldwin. 

0:19 11/22/2021 11:10p entertainment 
now, the ripple effect of this covid surge is now hitting the awards 
season.  the critics choice awards show has been postponed until 
further notice. 

0:52 11/22/2021 11:15p entertainment 

actor james franco is speaking out for the first time since being 
accused of sexual misconduct nearly four years ago.  the 
allegations are connected to his time as an acting teacher at a 
film school that he founded.  he addressed those allegations in an 
interview with sirius xm.  i did sleep with students, and that was 
wrong.  but like i said, it’s not why i started the school. 

0:50 11/22/2021 11:33p entertainment 

the lakers game tomorrow night at staple center will be the end of 
an era.  they say goodbye to the name staple center to 
crypto.com arena.  fans will receive a t-shirt, a ticket.  crypto.com 
paid more than $700 million for the naming rights.  i can’t tell if 
fred is just waving at me or has something to say.  i’m waving 
goodbye to staple center, the official christening of crypto. 

0:34 12/1/2021 11:09p entertainment 

a tearful alec baldwin says he did not pull the trigger when the 
gun he was holding fired a live round and killed a 
cinematographer on the set of his film "rust." that’s according to 
an interview that was released tonight.  bald wip, also the 
producer, says he does not know how a live round got on the set. 
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1:05 12/1/2021 11:19p entertainment 

we have some bittersweet news to report tonight about a much 
valued member of our news family.  after 37 years with nbc 4, 
patrick healy announced he is retiring.  he’s covered some of the 
biggest stories in southern california, from celebrity trials to 
wildfires and earthquakes.  he is a dedicated journalist, whose 
integrity and attention to detail make him a stand outamoutamong 
reporters.  we spoke with him earlier today about what drives him. 

0:30 12/7/2021 11:19p entertainment 

lawyers for actor jussie smollett rested their case in a chicago 
courtroom today.  the actor, who appeared on the television show 
"empire," is accused of making a false police report after he 
claimed to be the victim of a hate crime in 2019. 

0:43 12/7/2021 11:35p entertainment 

the people have spoken at one of the biggest pop culture events 
of the year.  what it means to be the people’s champion is so 
much bigger than me because what it means to be the people’s 
champion, the champion of the people, is you treat people good.  
you saw it right here on nbc4.  dwayne "the rock" johnson was the 
star of tonight’s people’s choice awards, accepting the people’s 
champion award from the barker hangar in santa monica. 

0:11 12/13/2021 11:33p entertainment 
elon musk has been named "time" magazine’s person of the year.  
time’s editor in chief says musk is reshaping life on earth and 
possibly life off earth as well. 

2:35 12/15/2021 11:07p entertainment 

a new year’s tradition is back, talking about the rose trade as it 
returns to colorado boulevard in pasadena after it was called off 
last year due to covid.  the tournament of roses association is 
focused on keeping parade watchers and participants safe from 
the virus and variants.  beverly white is live for us on this very 
chilly night along the parade route.  beverly? reporter: chuck, in 
130 years, only world war ii and covid-19 have halted pass 
deani’s new year’s celebration.  that’s why the city and the 
tournament of roses are determined to protect in-person rose 
parade watchers this new year’s day to the best of their ability.  
social distancing is an impossible dream at any parade.  but there 
are covid safety rules for parade watchers in the stands and 
sidewalks.  you have to show proof of vaccination or a negative 
test within 72 hours in addition to wearing masks during the entire 
event.  and that’s for all ages.  reporter: we watched students 
construct their rose parade float.  but voifd canceled most public 
viewings.  there are no international bands participating this year 
due to covid restrictions. 

0:17 12/15/2021 11:34p entertainment 
it’s quite a show, the christmas boat parade is back this year.  it 
kicked off tonight with fireworks.  there are 100 decorated and out 
lit up yachts and boats of all sizes along the route. 

1:11 12/16/2021 11:12p entertainment 

tonight’s game out at sofi stadium in inglewood between the 
chargers and the kansas city chiefs was an important game but it 
began with a very scary incident on the field.  mario solis has the 
details.  mario.   it was fourth and goal for the chargers early in 
the first quarter.  the end result, a frightening scene sending a 
chargers player to the hospital.  it took place just 90 seconds into 
the game involving tight end donald parham, his head slamming 
into the turf.  he was motionless, laid on the field for seven 
minutes as his teammates said their prayers. 

0:23 12/16/2021 11:33p entertainment 
the omicron surge in europe could not keep people out of the 
theaters for the debut of the latest marvel movie.  spider-man, no 
way home made $10 million across the uk and ireland yesterday. 
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0:52 12/20/2021 11:15p entertainment 

the attorney for rapper drakeo the ruler is sharing some new 
details now about that rapper’s past and what was expected to be 
a very bright future.  he was stabbed to death at a music festival 
in los angeles on saturday.  drakeo was stabbed backstage just 
before his performance at once upon a time in l.a.  the attorney 
defended drakeo after the rapper was charged in connection with 
a 2016 murder case. 

0:26 12/20/2021 11:18p entertainment 
the new year’s eve’s celebration in l.a.’s grand park is going to be 
virtual this year because of a rise in covid cases and now new 
york city is discussing the fate of the big times square celebration. 

2:44 12/27/2021 11:15p entertainment 

movie theaters pulled in some big bucks with the release of 
spider-man: no way home.  we’re talking about a billion dollars in 
less than two weeks.  could this be the start of a movie theater 
comeback after months of empty seats? reporter: it’s been a long 
tough couple of years for movie theater chains like this one, but 
this past week, they got a little bit of good news.  more than a 
billion dollars worth of ticket sales, all of it coming from a 
cinematic superhero named spider-man.  ar selly morales and 
angel acosta haven’t seen any films in a theater since the 
pandemic started.  but spider-man finally changed their plans.  
she told us how covid lockdown fatigue was a factor in their 
decision to head to the theater on this chilly, rainy morning in 
panorama city.  they had just grown tired of being cooped up at 
home.   i think it’s been long enough, and we need to go out at 
least a little bit.   reporter: and the last remaining movie theater 
chains are taking notice.  this one sequel in the speedderman 
franchise pulled in $81 million over the christmas weekend alone, 
pushing its global total so far past the $1 billion mark, a distinction 
shared by only a few other blockbuster ever. 

0:20 12/27/2021 11:34p entertainment 

the rose parade in pasadena is this saturday and that means it’s a 
busy time at the headquarters for fiesta parade floats.  hundreds 
of workers and volunteers are decorating and bringing life to the 
floats in irwindale. 

0:40 12/28/2021 11:17p entertainment 

 so far the latest covid surge hasn’t thrown the rose parade off 
course, which is welcome news for businesses banking on the 
crowds.  restaurants in and around pasadena missed out on the 
rose parade crowds last year.  but this weekend they’re hoping to 
make up for it.  spots along the route are planning for a busy 
weekend. 

0:29 11/2/2021 11:08p environment 

the recent oil spill, the one off the coast of orange county.  the 
center for biological diversity notified the secretary of the interior, 
this suit will cite the government’s failure for platforms off the 
coast after the spill just a month ago when amplify energy leaked 
at least 25 gallons of crude oil into the ocean off huntington 
beach. 

0:29 11/22/2021 11:09p environment 

some homeowners in the hollywood hills area got quite a surprise 
when they checked their security cameras this week.  that video 
shows a mountain lion strolling outside this home on deep canyon 
drive just west of coldwater canyon. 

0:36 11/22/2021 11:32p environment 

a very rare and really odd-looking fish recently washed ashore in 
san diego, left a lot of people scratching their heads.  this one’s 
for you, fred.  it’s a pacific football fish.  it’s a type of deep-sea 
angler fish made famous in the movie finding nemo. 
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0:51 12/15/2021 11:19p environment 

a bear and a cub are living underneath a house.  monday 
morning, gary sheetman found a bear and club in his backyard 
and stashing plants under his house to make a nest in the crawl 
space.  he says he’s not threatened by them, but one thing is 
concerning.  when i first saw them back in the spring, it was about 
the size of a basketball.  now it’s as big as a st. 

0:53 10/18/2021 11:17p foreign news 

the fbi is still working to find 16 american missionaries and a 
canadian kidnapped in haiti over the weekend.  five children 
including an 8-month-old infant are among those who are missing.  
the ohio-based missionaries were visiting an orphanage outside 
port-au-prince when they were kidnapped along a road by haiti’s 
most notorious gang.  today the biden administration vowed to do 
everything in their power to get the group home from the country 
where abductions are so common. 

1:22 12/7/2021 11:17p 
funerals and 
memorials 

today tributes from coast to coast marking the 80th anniversary of 
the attack on pearl harbor.  it was december 7th, 1941, when 
hundreds of japanese bombers launched an aerial assault on the 
naval shipyard in hawaii.  21 ships were sunk or damaged, 
including the ""uss arizona,"" which lost more than 1,100 
crewmen.  in all, more than 2,400 americans were killed.  the 
attack drew the united states into world war ii.  today a group of 
local veterans who survived pearl harbor returned to hawaii in 
honor of those who did not.  they joined hundreds of others 
marking the solemn day pearl harbor was attacked and targeted 
in that surprise attack. 

2:32 10/5/2021 11:01p 
government and 

Politics 

also tonight, another reminder of the power of social media and 
specifically facebook.  a whistle-blower tells a senate committee 
just how dangerous facebook has become, especially for children.  
good evening.  i’m chuck henry.   and i’m carolyn johnson.  
colleen is off.  late tonight in an unexpected move, facebook’s 
founder mark zuckerberg broke his silence.  our robert kovacik is 
here with that story for us.  robert.   reporter: carolyn and chuck, 
this day began with mark zuckerberg listed by forbes as the third 
wealthiest american and the wealthiest californian.  now late 
tonight, he is defending the company that made him a billionaire.  
zuckerberg writes, the testimony on capitol hill misrepresents 
facebook’s motives.  where else would mark zuckerberg respond 
but on facebook? in a lengthy post to his 117 million followers, 
declaring, we care deeply about issues like safety, well-being, and 
mental health.  the zuckerberg response tonight to explosive 
claims today on capitol hill.  the company’s leadership knows how 
to make facebook and instagram safer but won’t make the 
necessary changes because they have put their astronomical 
profits before people. 

0:28 10/5/2021 11:33p 
government and 

Politics 

tonight los angeles county is another step closer to returning 
bruce’s beach to its rightful owners.  last week governor gavin 
newsom signed the bill.  that got the ball rolling to return a piece 
of manhattan beach coastline that was taken from its black 
owners nearly 100 years ago. 

0:29 10/18/2021 11:10p 
government and 

Politics 

 los angeles city councilman mark ridley-thomas will be stepping 
back from taking part in council and committee meetings, but he 
says he’s not resigning.  last week he was charged in a fraud and 
bribery scheme that took part while he was on the los angeles 
county board of supervisors. 
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2:10 10/19/2021 11:09p 
government and 

Politics 

in less than 24 hours, los angeles city councilman mark ridley-
thomas will face a judge on federal fraud and bribery charges.  
tonight, pressure is mounting for him to step down, but as nbc4’s 
beverly white explains, some of his constituents want him to stay.  
reporter: mark ridley-thomas was an l.a.  county supervisor when 
the department of justice claims he conspired with then usc dean 
marilyn flynn to funnel millions in county contracts to usc school of 
social work in exchange for a professorship and scholarship for 
an unnamed ridley-thomas relative believed to be his son, 
sebastian.  mark ridley-thomas now serves on l.a.’s city council, 
but maybe not for long.  ridley-thomas, absent.   reporter: in 
response to the federal case, city council president nury martinez 
today moved to suspend mark ridley-thomas and council member 
fi seconded.   i think they’ll say he’s essentially stripped of his 
committee powers, of his voting powers and then depending on 
how far they go, the city controller may say he will no longer be 
paid. 

0:35 10/19/2021 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

governor gavin newsom has now updated the state’s drought 
declaration to include several southern california counties.  los 
angeles, orange, riverside, san bernardino, and ventura counties 
were not on the initial slate of emergency counties, and now the 
governor says he wants the entire state to cut water use by 15%. 

0:27 10/19/2021 11:18p 
government and 

Politics 

new details on the effort to drown out that stench coming from the 
dominguez channel in carson.  tonight the city is warning people 
to avoid prolonged outdoor activity in order to prevent getting sick 
from the smell. 

0:32 10/19/2021 11:18p 
government and 

Politics 

a house committee investigating the january 6th insurrection at 
the u.s.  capitol has voted unanimously to hold former white 
house aide steve bannon in contempt of congress.  the aide and a 
longtime of the former president, donald trump, defied a 
subpoena for documents and his own testimony. 

0:57 10/20/2021 11:06p 
government and 

Politics 

l.a.  city council member mark ridley thomas pledded not guilty to 
corruption and conspiracy charges in federal court today.  he 
made his plea via zoom after the city council voted to suspend 
him from his position, including a loss of pay.  the allegations date 
back to when he was on the l.a.  county board of supervisors.  this 
is the second time in two years the city council voted to suspend 
one of its members over an indictment. 

2:29 10/20/2021 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

governor gavin newsom signed an executive order today to direct 
state agencies to help alleviate congestion at california ports.  the 
backlog has led to a supply chain issue at the worst time possible.  
nbc 4’s anousha rasta shows us how some shoppers are getting 
ahead of the game.  reporter: in coronavirus delmar at rogers 
gardens more than a week before halloween, customers are 
already busy shopping for christmas.  in case the supplies they 
need don’t make it off those ships at the ports in time for the 
holidays.  i live in laguna beach, and i can see all the cargo ships 
right from my house.  so it’s in my face.  so i’m like, oh, i better get 
on it this year.  we’re ahead of the game here.  reporter: the 
christmas boutique has sold 10,000 ornaments so far since 
launching two weeks ago, double what they would normally sell 
for the same time period.  customers are telling us they are 
coming early because of the supply chain issues and they didn’t 
want to miss out.  so we’re selling out quickly.  reporter: the store 
placed its holiday orders one year in advance, but expect some 
may not make it by the deadline. 
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2:20 11/2/2021 11:05p 
government and 

Politics 

now, mountains of stuff, finally, on the move after piling out -- 
piling up, actually, outside this home in korea town for years.  the 
lawn as you can see here is full of boxes and crates, bugs as far 
as the eye can see.  after many unanswered complaints, the city 
says cleanup will start in just 48 hours.  nbc 4’s heady chang live 
with a look at the mess they will be dealing with.  heady? reporter: 
colleen, a mess indeed but we do have good news to report 
tonight.  we spoke with someone from council district ten.  she 
says yes, the cleanup is going to start here thursday morning at 
8:00 a.m.  and here’s something new tonight.  she says the city is 
going to pay for it all.  as you can imagine, certainly, a rae relief 
for the neighbors who have been living next door to this for years 
and the man who lives here, who did not want to speak on 
camera tonight, says he is happy about it, too.  the piles of stuff 
seem to be endless.  boxes on top of crates on top of more 
boxes. 

0:34 11/2/2021 11:15p 
government and 

Politics 

now, decision 2021.  the governor’s race in virginia is over and 
apparently the heavy endorsements from the white house did not 
help.  the results, though, could give some insight into next year’s 
midterm elections.  republican glenn youngkin -- a political 
newcomer -- defeated former-governor and democrat terry 
mcauliffe. 

0:58 11/2/2021 11:16p 
government and 

Politics 

a growing concern tonight about emergency response from la city 
firefighters.  there is new data that shows that 115 of them 
currently live outside of california.  the nbc 4 i-team has obtained 
a copy of a new report that shows that l.a.  city firefighters live -- 
some of them -- as far away as alaska and florida.  only about 
15% of the 3,400 firefighters report living within los angeles city 
limits. 

0:44 11/2/2021 11:19p 
government and 

Politics 

the city of glendale has a new initiative to help get more people 
vaccinated.  the program is called the vaccine influencer 
challenge.  the city is trying to recruit community members to 
become so-called vaccine influencers.  and they will try to then 
persuade and encourage family and friends to go out and get the 
covid-19 vaccine. 

1:45 11/3/2021 11:03p 
government and 

Politics 

west hollywood could soon have the highest minimum wage in the 
country.  right now, the city council is voting on a measure that 
would boost the minimum wage to $17.64 an hour.  robert kovacik 
was at the meeting tonight and shows us why some people are 
not on board.  reporter: is money the great divideer? i think the 
impact is catastrophic.  reporter: or the great equalizer? our 
workers make up the city.  reporter: west hollywood is about to 
find out, by raising the minimum wage to where it’s never been 
before.  this is news to me.  you know, i don’t mind.  we’re going 
to pay the highest minimum wage in the country, consumers 
should be prepared to pay the highest prices in the country.  
reporter: my next year, the minimum wage will be $17. 

0:45 11/3/2021 11:07p 
government and 

Politics 

and tonight, the mayor of los angeles is isolating in a hotel in 
scotland.  he tested positive for covid, and now says how he got it 
is still a mystery.  he is in scotland for the united nations climate 
change conference.  there is a strict testing protocol in place 
there.  but a pcr test came back positive.  two rapid tests, though, 
came back negative. 
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0:43 11/3/2021 11:10p 
government and 

Politics 

on monday, the homeless encampment on the sidewalk outside 
the v.a.  building in westwood was cleared out.  tonight, the 
homeowner’s association hosted a town hall to find out how long 
it will stay that way.  l.a.  county sheriff said his deputies are 
capable of keeping these encampments clear if they are permitted 
to do so. 

0:57 11/3/2021 11:19p 
government and 

Politics 

 tonight, there was a community event in support of mark ridley 
thomas.  several dozen supporters gathered at the performing 
arts center for a panel discussion and a screening of the civil 
rights movie "selma." some constituents in the 10th district are 
upset.  the city council member was removed from the seat last 
month without an immediate replacement.  it’s important that we 
sound the alarm that we don’t have a person in that seat right 
now. 

0:30 11/12/2021 11:16p 
government and 

Politics 

former trump adviser steve bannon has now been charged with 
contempt of congress.  a federal grand jury indicted bannon today 
for refusing to answer questions from the house committee 
investigating the january 6th insurrection. 

2:28 11/15/2021 11:07p 
government and 

Politics 

the biden administration is celebrating a big win after signing that 
infrastructure bill into law, and california is set to get a 
considerable slice of that trillion dollar pie.  nbc4’s robert kovacik 
is live in burbank right now with the promised improvements 
coming our way.  robert.  reporter: improvements, chuck, big and 
small.  now, this new law includes specific requests from 
members of congress.  so here’s one example.  this is a letter 
from representative adam schiff, who wants a safety rail put on 
the olive street bridge connecting lake and first streets.  money 
now set aside to do just that and so much more.  some major 
construction projects are already under way in l.a.  county, 
including extending the purple line into west l.a.  and a people 
more at l.a.x.  but now could more money put them into high 
gear? yeah! reporter: the president signing a $1 trillion 
infrastructure bill into law, the largest investment? our nation’s 
infrastructure in more than a decade.   my message to the 
american people is this. 

0:32 11/15/2021 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

president biden met with chinese president xi jinping today and 
reportedly there was a positive tone between them.  the video 
voice call is the closest communication between the two countries 
and the two leaders since president biden took office in january. 

0:29 11/15/2021 11:18p 
government and 

Politics 

after he defied several subpoenas for months, steve bannon, 
once president trump’s chief strategist, has finally surrendered.  
he’s charged with two counts of contempt of congress for refusing 
to supply documents and to sit for a deposition as part of the 
investigation into the january 6th insurrection at the capitol. 

0:27 11/22/2021 11:33p 
government and 

Politics 

a reverse of course.  the city of manhattan beach has voted to 
continue the temporary outdoor dining program.  this means that 
restaurants can set up their tables on the street, but there is a 
catch. 

0:27 12/7/2021 11:18p 
government and 

Politics 

today president biden delivered a firm warning during a high-
stakes call with russian president vladimir putin.  in a virtual 
conference, president biden urged putin not to invade ukraine, 
which is an american ally. 
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1:16 12/7/2021 11:19p 
government and 

Politics 

marijuana is already legal here in california.  now psychedelic 
drugs like magic mushrooms and ecstasy could become legal as 
well.  and a southern california veteran is among those fighting for 
it.  navy s.e.a.l.  veteran marcus capone says he supports a new 
senate bill that would give people 21 and over, including vets, 
access to psychedelic therapies.  after 13 years of combat, he 
was diagnosed with severe ptsd.  his wife suggested he try a 
psychedelic treatment outside the u.s.  the drug he used caused 
intense hallucinations, he said, but it forced him to face the things 
he was struggling with. 

0:37 10/4/2021 11:19p 
health and 

medical 

to the pandemic.  california now is the only state with moderate 
spread of covid.  that’s according to the cdc, and that’s two levels 
lower than the majority of the country.  in l.a.  county, there are 
about 790 people in the hospital now with covid.  it’s the first time 
since july, though, that hospitalizations have dipped below 800. 

0:19 10/5/2021 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

now to the pandemic.  vaccination numbers are slowly climbing as 
the rate of transmission continues to decline in l.a.  county.  public 
health director barbara ferrer told the board of supervisors if the 
very low transmission continues, it wouldn’t make sense to keep 
the mask mandates everywhere. 

0:45 10/5/2021 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

coming up this thursday, los angeles county will begin a 
vaccination mandate for those who work at bars, wineries, and 
distilleries inside.  and today los angeles county reported 35 
covid-related deaths along with 964 new cases.  more than 2,200 
kaiser personal then then tay employees are on administrative 
leave because they haven’t been following the company’s vaccine 
mandate. 

0:23 10/5/2021 11:10p 
health and 

medical 

pharmaceutical companies are now adding to their arsenal in the 
fight against covid-19.  astrazeneca is seeking fda approval for a 
preventive antibody treatment. 

0:21 10/5/2021 11:10p 
health and 

medical 

well, tonight there is a new study about the effectiveness of the 
pfizer vaccine.  data in the lancet medical journal suggests its 
efficacy against infection drops more than 40% six months after 
that second dose. 

0:23 10/5/2021 11:11p 
health and 

medical 

and today johnson & johnson submitted data to the fda for 
emergency use authorization for its booster shot.  j&j studies 
show that this third shot increases protection to 94% against 
moderate to severe covid-19 reactions. 

0:43 10/5/2021 11:19p 
health and 

medical 

today a fashion model made a big statement on the runway in 
milan, italy.  kate moss’ daughter had her insulin pump on full 
display on the catwalk and she’s getting a lot of praise for 
normalizing wearing a device that is so important to those that 
have type 1 diabetes.   she could have put that device anywhere 
she wanted on her body, but she chose to wear it in a place 
where everybody would be able to see it. 

0:17 10/11/2021 11:12p 
health and 

medical 

also, drugmaker merck has asked the fda to authorize its 
promising pill for covid-19.  if approved, it would be the first pill 
shown to treat the virus by reducing symptoms and speeding 
recovery. 

0:49 10/19/2021 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

we have the very latest now on the pandemic.  you may soon be 
able to mix and match your covid vaccine.  the fda is expected to 
approve that approach this week.  right now the pfizer vaccine is 
the only one available for booster shots.  the fda and the cdc are 
expected to add moderna as a second option and to allow mixing 
no matter which vaccine you got initially. 
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2:27 10/20/2021 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

the fda is taking steps to make covid vaccines more accessible 
and effective.  booster shots for all three vaccines have been 
given the green light and so has the option to mix and match 
them.  robert kovacik joins us now with these new developments 
and what they mean for impending vaccine mandates and 
deadlines.  reporter: in the push to get the nation vaccinated, 
there is a lot to discuss tonight, including a new deadline.  the 
mayor telling his city employees, including first responders, you 
have less than two months to get vaccinated or get out.  tonight in 
l.a., the clock ticks.  close to 73% of those who work for the city 
are reported to be partially or fully vaccinated.  but anyone who 
refuses to be vaccinated by december 18th, the mayor says 
should be prepared to lose their jobs.  the fda approving booster 
shots for adults fully vaccinated with moderna and johnson & 
johnson.  and also approving mixing and matching boosters.  next 
step, cdc approval.  that’s expected.  done.  reporter: it comes as 
the white house unveils its massive plan to began vaccinating 28 
million children, between 5 and 11, who could qualify for their first 
shots of pfizer’s vaccine as early as november. 

3:05 11/2/2021 11:00p 
health and 

medical 

the youngest age group yet, 5 to 11-year-olds have now been 
approved to get the covid-19 vaccine.  earlier today, the cdc 
issued its recommendation for children to get the lesser dose of 
the vaccine, the same one adults got.   pfizer is already working 
on getting that vaccine out as soon as possible for this younger 
group.   nbc 4’s beverly white joins us live.  beverly is outside l.a.  
unified headquarters with details on the rollout.  beverly? reporter: 
that’s right, chuck.  once the cdc approved the covid vaccine for 
children ages 5 to 11, l.a.  unified, the second largest school 
district in the nation, announced it is offering voluntary vaccine 
access starting next week for all eligible students.  28 million 
american children, ages 5 to 11, can soon get the covid vaccine.  
encouraging news to dads we met with the little league.   we’re in 
discussion, let’s say.  and yeah, we’re leaning towards doing it.  
and think it’s the right move for us.  but to each, their own.   i am 
all for it.  i want back to normal life.  i want them to not -- not have 
to worry.  not worried about them getting serious covid where it 
could, you know, be fatal.  but i don’t want them to go through the 
symptoms or be able to give it to somebody else.  reporter: the 
cdc director endorsed pfizer’s vaccine for young children right 
after this advisory committee vote. 

1:30 11/2/2021 11:03p 
health and 

medical 

we have been wearing face masks for more than a year now.  so 
you may be asking what’s it going to take to finally put them away 
for good? los angeles county’s health department has come up 
with a list.  so, we’ll start with outdoor mega events.  you know, 
things like concerts and ball games.  here is what needs to 
happen in order to get rid of that face mask.  covid 
hospitalizations need to drop, and the case rate needs to be at or 
below moderate transmission for at least three-co three-
consecutive weeks.  so what exactly is moderate transmission? 
without getting too much into the numbers, it’s one tier better than 
where we are right now. 
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2:09 11/3/2021 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

the youngest group yet is starting to get their covid vaccines.  
children age 5s to 11 rolled up their sleeves today in los angeles 
county.  jonathan gonzalez now shows us why some people 
wanted their kids to be among the first.  reporter: after a long wait, 
dozens of parents brought their 5 to 11-year-olds to receive the 
covid vaccine on the first day of eligibility.  until today, they were 
too young.  but they were old enough to understand the 
importance of getting vaccinated.  reporter: their simple 
explanations match how simp it will process was.  they were able 
to walk up today, no appointment necessary, to one of several l.a.  
county sites offering the doses to young children.  i just called 
balboa and found out we could show up today.  so we came, and 
he’s the last one in our family to get vaccinated.  so hopefully we 
can end this pandemic.  reporter: in addition to the county sites, 
children’s doses will soon be going to hospitals, pharmacies and 
doctor offices. 

2:32 11/10/2021 11:02p 
health and 

medical 

the push to get californians vaccinated is picking up in preparation 
for a winter surge of covid cases.  but getting more shots into 
arms is listen part of the effort to fight the virus.  nbc 4’s beverly 
white has new details on the return of a mega testing site.  
reporter: dodger stadium is now open during business hours for 
covid drive through testing, following the delta surge last summer 
after cases dropped but not as low as last spring.  we met families 
here in south l.a.  l.a.  unified’s clinic open, many happy to show 
proof of their vaccination.  it wasn’t hard at all.  or crowded.  
maybe ten people.  i thought maybe i could have like a headache 
and it could be bad.  but i’m happy i took the vaccine so we can 
get over covid.  reporter: the cdc says nearly 900,000 children got 
the pfizer vaccine since november 2nd, when the eligibility age 
lowered to 5.  the testing site was relaunched to help determine 
who has covid in los angeles.  opening up as many sites as 
possible is going to be key to ending this pandemic.  but the trend 
is trending towards increasing positivity and testing. 

0:40 11/12/2021 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

now to the very latest on the coronavirus pandemic.  l.a.’s vaccine 
mandate for indoor businesses took effect just a few days ago, 
and already city leaders are making changes.  today the city 
council voted to remove malls and shopping centers from the list 
of indoor spaces where people need to show their vaccine cards. 

0:38 11/12/2021 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

there is a new push in riverside county to get farmworkers 
vaccinated against covid.  riverside county public health is 
working with nonprofit organizations to help thousands of 
farmworkers get their shots.  they’re making this a priority 
because farmworkers help feed everyone else, and covid cases 
could lead to food shortages. 

0:30 11/17/2021 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

speaking of booster shots, moderna has resubmitted its request 
to the fda for a booster vaccine for everyone over age 18.  
moderna boosters right now are only available for those over 65 
or at high risk.  approval from the fda and cdc would open the 
door for tens of millions of americans to receive a third shot. 
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2:02 11/22/2021 11:05p 
health and 

medical 

turning now to the coronavirus pandemic and the stunning surge 
of cases in l.  a county overnight.  today’s count more than 
doubled from just yesterday.  let’s take a look at the numbers right 
now.  yesterday, more than 3,000 new covid cases were reported.  
and today, there are well over 6,000.  the health director says if 
cases continue to rise at this pace, we will see numbers like we 
have never seen before.  she predicts well over 20,000 cases a 
day by the end of the year.  in l.a.  county alone.  new york is 
already at that number.  over 20,000 a day, but that’s for the 
entire state, not a single county.  she says we all need to do our 
part.  if we can all do this, all of us, every single person commit to 
celebrating with as much safety as possible, which may mean 
you’re changing up some of your plans, we’ll -- we could be okay.  
the governor today announced three new ways that california is 
boosting its covid response first. 

0:33 11/22/2021 11:11p 
health and 

medical 

the fda has authorized the first anti-viral pill to treat covid-19.  the 
drug comes from pfizer.  this pill is for adults and needs to be 
taken within five days after the first signs of covid-19.  tests show 
it reduces hospitalizations and death by 88%. 

2:38 12/1/2021 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

to the pandemic now.  the latest covid variant omicron has 
officially been identified in the united states.  in fact, it is here in 
california.  nbc 4’s robert kovacik joins us now with more on that 
case and what state and federal health officials are saying about 
it.  robert? reporter: you’re right, california has now become the 
testing ground for this new variant.  governor newsom said today 
there is more panic than information.  we don’t know what we 
don’t know, and while this is the thought that is being echoed from 
the white house to the los angeles county of public health, 
lockdowns are not in the immediate future, but changes in travel 
are coming.  the cdc says the first confirmed case of omicron in 
the united states has appeared in san francisco.  a fully 
vaccinated traveler, returned from south africa on november 
22nd.  then started showing symptoms.  the individual is self-
quarantining, and all close contacts have been contacted and all 
close contacts thus far have tested negative.  reporter: california 
health officials concede.  we don’t know how infectious it is, 
although there is a strong likelihood that it is more infectious than 
delta. 

1:30 12/7/2021 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

now to the pandemic, and we are learning that roughly 84% of the 
lausd students are in compliance with the district’s vaccination 
requirement.  that’s the good news.  but it also means that 
thousands are not and will not be able to get fully vaccinated in 
time to get back to class on january 10th.  those not in compliance 
will now have to start the new year once again learning from 
home.  we’re also learning more about the omicron variant, which 
is quickly spreading across the states.  anecdotal evidence 
suggests the new strain may be more contagious but less severe 
than the delta variant.  a large portion of those infected so far 
seem to be young, healthy, and in many cases, also vaccinated. 
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1:03 12/13/2021 11:11p 
health and 

medical 

california is bringing back a statewide mask mandate.  everyone 
will have to wear a mask at an indoor public space regardless of 
whether you’re vaccinated or not.  now, you may think, well, i 
already do that.  and the deal is if you live in l.a.  county or 
ventura county, you do.  nothing is changing.  but if you live in 
orange county or the inland empire, you will have to put on those 
masks starting on wednesday.  now, the state is also tightening 
restrictions for indoor mega events, things like concerts and 
games. 

0:25 12/13/2021 11:12p 
health and 

medical 

and some of those new covid cases are tied to the omicron 
variant.  it is slowly spreading throughout southern california.  
tonight pasadena reported its first case of the variant. 

2:01 12/15/2021 11:05p 
health and 

medical 

now to the pandemic.  california’s indoor mask mandate is back in 
effect across the state.  it’s an attempt at preventing a new wave 
of covid, fueled by the omicron variant.  nbc 4’s laura car nado it 
won’t change things in l.a.  or ventura counties, but other 
community also have to adapt once again.  reporter: the state’s 
reinstated indoor mask mandate will be in effect for at least the 
next four weeks, regardless of vaccination status.  and with it, 
comes mixed emotions.  i think it’s a good idea.  you know, to try 
to prevent it.  it’s ridiculous.  i mean, i think it should be 
everybody’s choice.  reporter: it’s already a mandate in los 
angeles county, but those in the ie and oc haven’t been required 
to wear masks indoors since summer.  although some have 
chosen to.  it’s like habit to bring a mask wherever i go.  so it’s not 
really going to change my day-to-day life. 

1:18 12/16/2021 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

holidays are here, and the omicron variant is spreading quickly.  
its number is now doubling every two to three days and the cdc is 
making an alarming prediction, estimating as many as 1.3 million 
new covid cases by christmas day.  and that’s a week away.  the 
cdc is also recommending the pfizer and moderna vaccines over 
the j&j shot because of a rare but serious issue with blood clots.  
here in southern california, we are seeing numbers we haven’t 
seen for months.  l.a.  county announced more than 2,000 new 
covid cases just today and more than 50 omicron cases across 
california. 

2:16 12/20/2021 11:01p 
health and 

medical 

back now to the pandemic and that alarming surge of covid cases 
all across the country.   so far, southern california has not seen as 
many cases of the omicron variant as other parts of the country, 
but as nbc4’s hetty chang now reports, it’s only a matter of time.  
reporter: if worries of the rapidly spreading omicron variant are out 
there, you couldn’t tell at l.a.  live tonight, where the line for ice 
skating stretched around the corner and down the street.   i 
haven’t been ice skating in a very long time.  it’s nice to get out 
here and do christmas activities.  it’s been a while.   reporter: for 
many like gianna and her family, celebrating this holiday season 
is high on their wish list.  but the rising covid cases, that’s on top 
of their to-do list of reminders not to be reckless.   stay inside.  if 
you go out, keep your mask on.  distance from others.  be 
courteous of others.  if you’re willing to go out, i mean i would say 
get vaxccinate. 
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2:00 12/27/2021 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

now to the pandemic.  as we learn more about the omicron 
variant, there’s new guidance tonight from the centers for disease 
control.  the recommended isolation time for those who test 
positive is now five days instead of ten provided their symptom-
free by day five.  as nbc4’s hetty chang reports, that new data 
shows transmission happens earlier in the illness, but case 
numbers are climbing rapidly.  we just finished watching spider-
man, the movie, so it was really good.   reporter: this family from 
downey made it a movie night.  a change in plans as they were 
supposed to host relatives from out of town.  but like so many 
others, the fast-spreading omicron surge had them shifting to a 
plan b.  one of my cousins was supposed to come and visit with 
me, but the flight was canceled because some of the pilots were 
sick.   reporter: delta, united, and other major airlines facing the 
same thing. 

3:10 12/28/2021 11:00p 
health and 

medical 

right now at 11:00, a record surge.  the u.s.  now in the midst of its 
highest one-day covid case count nearly two years into the 
pandemic.  the numbers and a new round of cancellations.  good 
evening, everyone.  i’m carolyn johnson.  chuck and colleen have 
the night off.  the u.s.  recorded nearly 500,000 covid cases today.  
that’s a new record.  the average over the past week was about 
255,000 cases a day.  l.a.  county is reporting more than 9,400 
cases today with nearly 1,000 people currently in the hospital.  
today was also a day of covid-related cancellations.  the ucla 
holiday bowl game against north carolina state called off because 
of covid concerns.  same with "hamilton" shows at the pantages.  
more now from nbc4’s hetty chang.  reporter: earlier this evening, 
the cancellation signs went up, and you can see that the big gate 
is now down, making it pretty clear that "hamilton" is going dark, 
at least for a while.  the show cannot go on.  this afternoon, just 
hours before the curtain was supposed to go up, the production of 
"hamilton" at the hollywood pantages announces a covid 
shutdown.  all performances now canceled through january 23rd 
after the discovery of breakthrough cases.  i opened up my 
ticketmaster when we got to the hotel and saw that it was 
canceled, didn’t believe it.   reporter: matt davis among the 
"hamilton" fans who had tickets for tonight’s show. 

0:25 12/28/2021 11:03p 
health and 

medical 

as hospitalizations increase, staffing at local hospitals is being 
strained, and some are worried they’ll see a repeat of last winter, 
which one doctor called disaster mode. 

2:28 12/28/2021 11:15p 
health and 

medical 

a powerful message about covid vaccines tonight from a 
devastated family in the inland empire.  the parents of four 
children both contracted covid, and the couple died on the same 
day.  as nbc4’s tony shin reports, the mother and father were high 
school sweethearts who were both unvaccinated.  my brother was 
a funny guy.  my brother got everybody laughing, but he was also 
a protector.   reporter: sal fernandez also says his brother alvaro 
was a loving father of four children who was devoted to his wife, 
sylvia, for the past 25 years.  my brother and my sister-in-law, 
they were very, very close.  they had been high school 
sweethearts.  she had been together since she was 15.   reporter: 
this is their high school prom picture.  sadly the couple died on 
december 19th.  alvaro was 44, and sylvia, 42.  one couldn’t live 
without the other, you know? the same day my brother died, she 
died.   reporter: family members say just days before their deaths, 
alvaro and sylvia tested positive for covid-19 after possibly 
contracting the virus from their 17-year-old twins. 
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2:23 11/15/2021 11:04p housing 

new at 11:00, a messy battle now brewing between a new 
homeowner and longstanding tenants who refuse to leave.  that 
tense property showdown is unfolding in the city of wilmington.  
nbc4’s hetty chang breaks down both sides of the real estate 
debate.   reporter: kevin is a first-time homeowner who is trying to 
get settled into his wilmington home.  the 26-year-old army 
veteran just got the keys two weeks ago.  the property said it was 
going to be delivered vacant.   reporter: but behind this bedroom 
door --  that’s where the tenants are living? yeah, that’s where 
they’re at.   reporter: is a family of six who kevin says was given 
notice back in august they needed to move because the house 
was going up for sale.  but tenant jose rodriguez and his family 
are still living there, and kevin says refusing to leave.  in my eyes, 
it feels like they’re squatting here because i’m the one that pays 
for everything.  reporter: the rodriguez family is putting up a fight.  
they held a protest outside the home today. 

0:28 10/4/2021 11:11p lifestyle 

new at 11:00, someone on the central coast of california is nearly 
$700 million richer.  that winning powerball ticket was sold at an 
albertsons grocery store in morro bay, just outside of san luis 
obispo. 

0:26 10/4/2021 11:14p lifestyle 

take a look at this incredible crossing caught on camera as an out 
of control truck speeds across four lanes of traffic without hitting 
any other vehicles.  it all happened in australia in a matter of just 
five seconds. 

0:31 10/18/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

whale and dolphin watchers saw a spectacular sight over the 
weekend.  this stampede, roughly 400 dolphins, and it didn’t 
disappoint anybody aboard captain dave’s dolphin and whale 
watching safari.  the super pod was spotted near dana point on 
sunday. 

0:36 10/18/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

long beach medical center is drawing attention to breast cancer in 
a big way.  doctors and workers joined hands to create a giant 
human awareness ribbon.  this is at the todd cancer pavilion.  one 
employee shared her story on this special awareness event. 

0:18 10/19/2021 11:34p lifestyle 
before we go, we want to share dramatic video from japan where 
a volcano is erupting.  it’s so powerful, it’s lifted up nearly two 
dozen ships that were sank during the second world war. 

0:28 11/2/2021 11:34p lifestyle traditional bread for dia de los muertos 

2:44 11/10/2021 11:09p lifestyle 

when we run out, they run in.  that’s what made them worthy of 
recognition tonight.  los angeles fire department honored some of 
its members for outstanding service above and beyond the call of 
duty.  the valor awards, held every year, this time for the fift 
straight year.  robert kovacik is here to talk about some of the 
firefighters he met.  driving home with his family, a firefighter 
stopped and saved a woman about to jump off the 101.  two 
firefighters rushed to rescue a young boy at great peril to 
themselves.  and recognizing 12 members of the lafd who were 
injured in a blast that sent shockwaves throughout the entire 
department.  tonight on the field of dodger stadium, details acts of 
bravery and the potential cost.  what it feels like to think you’re 
going to die.  reporter: the lafd honoring its heroes, reluctant 
though they may be.  they do not seek glory or accolades.  they 
simply say they were just doing their job.  reporter: it was one of 
the most disastrous incidents in lafd’s history.  the may 2020 boyd 
street explosion in los angeles.  it wasn’t until i hopped on to the 
ladder to make our descent when i realized we were in a bad spot 
and we became engulfed in flames. 
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0:33 11/10/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

you’re getting for the holidays already, and you are not alone.  
holiday wonderland is on display at all-deck home in van nuys.  
plenty of people out there, grabbing their artificial trees and 
wreaths.  but the store says making magic happen this year not 
easy. 

0:26 11/10/2021 11:34p lifestyle 

decorating your home isn’t the only thing that can prove 
challenging this year.  even santa is feeling the strain up in the 
north pole.  he has fewer helpers this year, so book him in 
advance. 

0:19 11/12/2021 11:34p lifestyle 

the world’s biggest bounce park is open in the parking lot at the 
westfield promenade shopping mall in wood lewandowsky halls.  
the park itself contained four walls, workers inside to keep an eye 
on everyone. 

0:45 11/17/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

finally tonight, they are among the hottest team in high school 
football right now.  and what makes them more amazing is the 
fact that not one of the players or coaches says a single word to 
communicate.  the players and coaches at california school for 
the deaf in riverside rely on american sign language to 
communicate. 

0:19 11/22/2021 11:17p lifestyle 
some people in san bernardino celebrated thanksgiving a little 
early.  dignity health served up hot meals for hundreds of people 
in need today. 

0:21 11/22/2021 11:18p lifestyle 

you can help us make a difference in your community.  nbc4’s 
help for the hungry campaign is back now for a fourth year to 
provide millions of meals to families in need all across southern 
california. 

0:35 11/22/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

you can’t have a holiday meal without kbrgroceries.  santa monica 
city college stepped in to make sure students in need got fresh 
food for thanksgiving.  state and city officials showed up to hand 
out meals to 1,500 students who need them.  this giveaway 
tradition has been going strong for 30 years. 

0:56 11/22/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

we told you about bts superfan harrison a couple weeks ago.  
he’s the teenager from newbury park who is working so hard to 
save money to see that band in concert.  well, sofi stadium was 
watching our story when it aired.  management surprised him 
today with his very own mega ticket to the bts show in inglewood 
this weekend.  he’s been sweeping porches for weeks in order to 
save money for a ticket of his own, and guess what? it paid off. 

0:52 12/1/2021 11:18p lifestyle 

tonight, some of the biggest names in music came out to 
commemorate world aids day at the forum.  jennifer hudson and 
christina aguilera headlined the event.  senator bryanernie 
sanderses wi also honored.  i was in new york when it all first 
broke.  i was in a broadway show, and it was scary, because 
nobody knew what it was.  my leading man in my first broadway 
show died of aids. 

0:22 12/1/2021 11:19p lifestyle 

those who have struggled with aids came out to share their 
stories tonight in west hollywood.  the event was organized by the 
aids monument.  and honors those who lost their fight with aids 
and supports those who are still struggling with it. 

0:28 12/1/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

you happy? yes.  are you happy we’re finally here? yes.  yeah! 
there he is, 14-year-old harrison, a bts super fan from newbury 
park got to see his pop idoling tonight.  he has down syndrome 
and he started sweeping porches to earn money to see bts. 

0:33 12/1/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

today, a deputy reunited with the new parents and the baby he 
helped welcome into the world.  he was called out to a santa 
clarita home two days ago.  when he showed up, sarah had just 
given birth on the bathroom floor.  they planned to go to the 
hospital, but the baby couldn’t wait. 
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0:23 12/1/2021 11:34p lifestyle 

nbc 4’s help for the hungry campaign is back, raising money to 
support local food banks to feed families in southern california.  
you can see it right now, take your phone, take a picture to have 
qr screen and text h 4 h to 4144. 

0:20 12/7/2021 11:35p lifestyle 
and our own belen de leon helped host the 28th annual rose court 
luncheon today, one of the many spots the royal court will make 
before the new year’s eve parade in pasadena. 

0:48 12/7/2021 11:36p lifestyle 

today the l.a.  rams and the l.a.  regional food bank joined forces 
to help those in need, all part of nbc4’s help for the hungry 
campaign, designed to help families get fed for the holidays.   it’s 
really difficult because we have six kids.  so, you know, my 
husband has been working hard only by himself.  so he’s the only 
one working and we’re just home. 

0:16 12/15/2021 11:34p lifestyle 
we hope you’ll donate to our help for the hungry campaign.  just 
scan the qr code you see on the screen or make a donation at 
check out. 

0:18 12/16/2021 11:34p lifestyle 
our help for the hungry campaign continues right through the 
holidays.  just scan that qr code on your screen or text h4h to 
41444. 

0:53 12/27/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

with all those flight cancellations over the holiday weekend, two 
utah men took to the skies to bring families together on christmas 
day.  mike and mark patey are twins who fly search and rescue 
missions.  they posted on social media they were ready to fly 
people stranded at the airport.  becca and sergio ponce were two 
of those people stranded at l.a.x.  when their flight to utah was 
canceled. 

0:18 12/27/2021 11:34p lifestyle 

many of you have already helped make nbc4’s help for the hungry 
campaign one of the most successful ever.  we’ve raised more 
than $500,000 to provide meals to local families in need, and you 
can still donate by scanning that qr code right there on your 
screen or texting h4h to 41444. 

0:23 12/28/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

a time capsule was unsealed today, one that was placed inside a 
robert e.  lee statue back in 1887.  that capsule packed with a 
trove of artifacts, including confederate money, books, even a 
bullet from the battle of fredericksburg. 

0:49 12/28/2021 11:33p lifestyle 

l.a.  coffee roaster don francisco is brewing up aspecial donation 
for families in need this holiday season.  the cough powerhouse is 
joining nbc4’s help for the hungry campaign.  the family-run 
business donating nearly $35,000 of coffee to families in need 
across l.a.  the gavina family hopes the spirit of giving will inspire 
others to pay it forward as well. 
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3:22 10/28/2021 11:15p safety 

they are invading southern california by the millions, those tiny 
blood sucking mosquitos known as ankle biters or aedes.  they’re 
not just uncomfortable.  they can carry dangerous viruses like 
zika.  the i-team’s joel grover has learned a new method to get rid 
of those pests might not be far off.   reporter: annoying, buzzing, 
biting.  right here, right here, right here.   reporter: sheila is getting 
bitten alive.   there’s another one here.   reporter: like so many 
other southern californians.  how bad has the mosquito problem 
been this year? it’s absolutely the worst it’s ever been.   reporter: 
she’s talking about the aedes mosquito, so small you can barely 
mike out its tiger like stripes.  l.a.  county vector control has been 
spraying larva side and tossing pellets in public parks and at 
private homes and yet the numbers of this mosquito keep 
multiplying.  but researchers with a silicon valley company called 
verily might have come up with a better solution.  they’re now 
manipulating male mosquitos in the lab, treating them with a 
naturally occurring bacteria called wolbachia that makes them 
sterile.   we’re going to release sterile male mosquitos.  they mate 
with the female.  the female becomes the insect equivalent of 
pregnant, and she goes about and lays eggs like she normally 
would.  when those eggs go to hatch, nothing hatches.   reporter: 
working from this van, a team of researchers release sterile male 
mosquitos in a handful of neighborhoods in fresno, in central 
california. 

0:50 10/28/2021 11:33p safety 

halloween, a lot of fun for kids.  it can also be scary for pet 
openers.  and fred’s nodding.  actually dangerous for pets.  
experts say common halloween decorations like spider webs can 
be hazardous to our furry friends.  this cat had to have surgery 
last year after eating the decorative webs.  animals can also get 
tangled up in them, and you need to think about this. 

0:21 12/1/2021 11:10p safety 

and we have a warning tonight.  if you live or hike in the 
hollywood hills area, there’s been another mountain lion sighting.  
video shows the puma strolling outside a home on mulholland 
drive. 

3:03 12/16/2021 11:16p safety 

what if you’re invited to a holiday dinner at someone’s house, and 
they require that you show proof of vaccination in order to get in? 
that is just one of the precautions some medical professionals are 
suggesting this season since the pandemic has really no end in 
sight.  some leading public health experts have shared their 
advice with the i-team’s joel grover about how to host or safely 
attend a holiday gathering.   reporter: at this vaccination site in 
van nuys, there weren’t many people lining up for shots when the 
i-team showed up.  a reminder that in the coming days, millions of 
people will be attending holiday gatherings who still haven’t been 
vaccinated.  i thought everybody would want to get this vaccine.   
reporter: this doctor of the johns hopkins bloomberg school of 
public health.   we know that covid is a clear and present danger 
and you’ve got this great solution that scientists developed, and 
people should be clamoring for it the way they clamor for new 
iphones.  reporter: doctors and nurses tell the i-team that if you’re 
hosting a holiday gathering, consider asking guests to show proof 
of a negative covid test and/or proof of vaccination.  do you think 
people should require their holiday guests be vaccinated? i think 
it’s perfectly okay in your home to set the rules and set the 
standards. 
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0:55 12/20/2021 11:04p safety 

now a live look from our camera at l.a.x.  you can see all the red 
taillights there, and you can tell it is another very busy night at the 
airport.  upwards of 3.5 million people are expected to fly 
somewhere during the christmas and new year’s holiday.  and 
with the omicron variant making the rounds, there are concerns 
that the virus will hitch a ride with passengers.  experts say that 
there are some things that you can do to travel safely. 

0:26 12/20/2021 11:05p safety 
 but getting those tests is a lot easier said than done these days.  
a lot of people looking for those at-home rapid tests have been 
left frustrated.  high demand has created a real shortage here. 

0:54 10/4/2021 11:00p severe weather 

now live at 11:00, a fast-moving storm slamming southern 
california with just a little bit of everything -- rain, wind, and 
lightning -- and it’s not over yet.  good evening.  i’m chuck henry.   
and i’m carolyn johnson.  colleen is off tonight.  you can see these 
storms are still popping up across the region.  our cameras 
catching that strong thunder and flashes of lightning in calabasas 
tonight and downpours making it tough on drivers in orange 
county. 

1:10 10/4/2021 11:01p severe weather 

chuck and carolyn, we’ve been tracking the showers and storms 
on and off throughout the day.  we did have a bit of a lull earlier 
this evening, but things are certainly starting to refire.  the first 
alert radar network showing you the showers moving across 
areas in orange county, now pressing off to the north and west.  
we’ll go in a little tighter.  on street level you can see we’ve got 
that rain into long beach.  same thing for los angeles, even 
around the bend in santa monica pressing into malibu. 

2:27 10/4/2021 11:02p severe weather 

nbc4’s robert kovacik is live in north hollywood now where winds 
toppled a tree right onto someone’s home.  robert.  reporter: 
carolyn, we’ll still got rain.  we’ve still got lightning here in north 
hollywood.  usually this doesn’t happen until well after a storm 
when water really sinks into the soil.  but this tree fell onto the 
coffers home, as well onto their car.  that mixed bag that fell from 
the sky is also creating a mixed bag of trouble here on the 
ground.  a sunny southern california day suddenly disrupted.  
perhaps what came crashing in surprised you, the way it did our 
conan nolan’s nephew, tom, a student at santa monica college.  
this storm serious enough to delay the start of the nationally 
televised chargers game.   we’re not going to start on time tonight.  
got some crazy thunderstorms.   reporter: the lightning bolts 
captured by newschopper4 alpha over sofi the reason why.  this 
storm serious enough that lightning hitting a tree sparked a fire 
that spread to a long beach home.  serious enough for all l. 
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2:10 10/11/2021 11:01p severe weather 

but we’re going to start with team coverage on the wind out there.  
meteorologist david biggar with what to expect overnight and 
tomorrow morning.   and nbc4’s beverly white talked with a 
mother and her sons that were saved by mere inches tonight.  
here beverly with the story.  reporter: that’s right, chuck.  the 
scene is nearly clear here at irwin street near hazeltine where one 
apparently topheavy old dead tree was no match for the forces of 
nature.  this suv with a tree through its windshield is a casualty of 
winds that struck the san fernando valley this afternoon.  lorena 
lopez was driving in van nuys with her sons when the sky went 
dark.   i looked up, and i saw a branch coming down.  i just put the 
brakes on.  before you know it, it just happened so quick.  i don’t 
know.  my kids were crying.   reporter: the lopezes were unhurt.  
their suv totaled.  winds also brought down a huge tree in 
sherman oaks, and this tree too, damaging three parked cars in 
panorama city. 

0:33 10/11/2021 11:03p severe weather 

there were strong gusts in victorville today.  in fact, just about 
everything was blowing across the high desert, making it 
especially tough on big rigs as many drivers decided to just wait it 
out.  up in santa barbara county, strong winds tonight are still 
making it a tough go for fire crews. 

0:18 10/11/2021 11:04p severe weather 
meantime, in pasadena, this construction fence certainly no 
match for the winds out there tonight.  gusts in pasadena reached 
about 35 miles an hour. 

1:13 11/22/2021 11:01p severe weather 

chuck and colleen, this is just the beginning.  the intensity really 
kicks in tomorrow afternoon through tomorrow night into friday 
night.  so the radar network showing you we have light showers 
scattered about the region, especially for hours in the basin, into 
burbank, malibu and thousand oaks.  this will start to fill in 
overnight and into the day tomorrow.  because of wet weather on 
the way, a flood watch starts late tomorrow through friday 
morning.  mild to heavy pockets of rain, especially for our burn 
scar locations. 

0:16 11/22/2021 11:02p severe weather 
some of the areas in orange county slammed with rain and 
mudslides last week, they are now preparing for another round. 

0:41 11/22/2021 11:10p severe weather 

if you are staying in town for the holiday, socal edison is warning 
some of its customers that they could have their power shut off.  
the power company says shutoffs might be necessary in fire-
prone areas this week because we are expecting high winds 
tomorrow through friday.  they’re asking customers to have an 
outage plan in place that includes having a working flashlight and 
charging phones and electric vehicles ahead of time. 

0:06 11/22/2021 11:34p severe weather 
speaking of things that are coming -- the heaviest rain late 
tomorrow night into friday. 
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2:09 12/13/2021 11:00p severe weather 

and route now at 11:00, rain, wind, and snow.  a powerful winter 
storm moving into southern california right now.  it’s the biggest 
storm of the season so far, and it’s packing quite a punch.  we’re 
talking an inch or more of rain for many of us, and that’s much-
needed rain for a state already dealing with a big drought.  but it 
brings the potential for flooding and mudslides tonight.  good 
evening, everyone.  i’m colleen williams.   and i’m carolyn 
johnson.  chuck is off tonight.  now, that rain is already here.  
newschopper4 alpha flew over van nuys and pacoima where 
there were some light sprinkles just before 9:00 tonight.   and 
check out the foggy drive up to big bear tonight.  we have team 
coverage this evening.  hetty chang is in big bear, where the snow 
is on the way.  but we’re going to begin right now with 
meteorologist melissa magee.  she has more right now on the 
timing of this storm. 

1:53 12/13/2021 11:02p severe weather 

a winter storm warning begins in just a few hours for the mountain 
areas of san bernardino and riverside counties.  nbc4’s hetty 
chang just made it up to big bear, and she’s live now with what’s 
expected.  hetty.  reporter: hey there, carolyn.  as we know, this is 
anticipated to be a very powerful storm.  and, yes, we are already 
feeling it here in big bear.  it is a very chilly 31 degrees and, yes, 
definitely on the way up, low visibility.  very, very foggy.  it’s 
expected to get even worse tomorrow.  but take a look around.  it 
definitely is starting to look and feel a lot like christmas.  and 
tomorrow even more so.  our drive up to big bear tonight gave us 
a glimpse of what’s to come.  the fog so thick it was hard to see 
more than a few feet in front of us.  overnight into tomorrow, tack 
on snow, wind, and rain. 

0:22 12/13/2021 11:04p severe weather 
there are also mudslide concerns for the burn scars of l.a.  
county.  many people who live near the san gabriel mountains are 
preparing, specifically those by the burn areas of the bobcat fire. 

2:16 12/13/2021 11:05p severe weather 

in yucaipa there is an evacuation order for people living near the 
burn scar neighborhoods.   reporter: several businesses in this 
area told us they will be closed tomorrow because of the weather 
but they’ll hoping tools like k-rail barriers that the county put up 
will protect them.   the communities of oak glen, forest falls, 
mountain home village, northeast yucaipa east of bryant street 
and north of state avenue are now subject to an evacuation order.   
reporter: businesses and homeowners in the community of oak 
glen and yucaipa have been getting phone calls and text alerts 
like this all day.   evacuate because of possible flooding, that sort 
of thing.   reporter: san bernardino county officials are warning 
people who live near the burn scars from last year’s el dorado fire 
or flood prone areas to be ready for a possible disaster.  many 
residents in oak glen are preparing, setting up sandbags and 
cleaning out gutters. 

0:15 12/13/2021 11:07p severe weather 
northern california is still feeling the brunt of the storm system.  
right now the bay area is getting pounded by heavy rain. 

0:24 12/13/2021 11:34p severe weather 

melissa is here now with another look at the timing of the storm 
for us.   the heaviest will move in once we go throughout the 
overnight hours.  the first alert radar network showing we are 
starting to see some light rain showers, even some drizzle move 
across areas in l. 

1:07 12/15/2021 11:10p severe weather 
that storm was good news for the ski season.  about a foot of 
fresh powder fell at big bear mountain resort yesterday.   
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####### 12/15/2021 11:10p severe weather 

now we turn to the cleanup after yesterday’s storm drenched 
parts of orange county.  people living in sill var rado canyon spent 
the day picking up.  this is in an area that was burned by the bond 
fire last fall.  most of those that we talked with today said they 
were determined to say where they are, despite evacuation 
warnings.  there was also a similar story in the oak glenn 
neighborhood near yukipa.  a few people were stranded and 
rescued yesterday.  but nobody was hurt.   

0:18 12/16/2021 11:07p severe weather 
turning now to our weather, some sprinkles out there in newbury 
park tonight as a weak storm system moves through southern 
california. 

0:15 12/27/2021 11:04p severe weather 
today fast-moving store took down a tree near el monte along the 
60 and 605 freeways blocking the shoulder and right lane on the 
northbound side of the 605. 

0:14 12/27/2021 11:04p severe weather 
in the mountains, the storm is isn’t quite over yet.  snow showers 
will continue on and off through tomorrow morning. 

0:13 12/27/2021 11:04p severe weather 
and in san dimas, drivers had to slow down on those slick roads.  
while this storm is moving out tonight, we are tracking more rain 
and snow on the way. 

0:51 12/27/2021 11:18p severe weather 

back to our weather now.  a winter blast is stretching across much 
of the west and sls parts of the midwest with 25 million americans 
under winter weather alerts tonight.  parts of oregon are getting 
pummeled while washington state prepares for an unusual cold 
snap.  and in northern california, drivers are dealing with these 
whiteout conditions on the roads. 

2:07 11/22/2021 11:00p technology 

and now at 11:00, you could call it a p.i.t.  maneuver on an 
asteroid.  nasa’s rocket launch lighting up the southern california 
sky moments ago.  good evening, everyone.  i’m colleen williams.   
and i’m carolyn johnson.  chuck is off tonight.  it is a one-way 
mission designed to save earth from a future direct hit by an 
asteroid.  nbc4’s anoushah rasta with more on this.  anoushah.   
reporter: this historic launch happened about 40 minutes ago.  it 
was an incredible flash of light that momentarily lit up the night 
sky.  three, two, one, and liftoff of the falcon 9 on nasa’s first 
planetary defense test to intentionally crash into an asteroid.   
reporter: it’s the moment scientists have been hoping for for a 
long time.  a new test to try and push an asteroid off its collision 
course with earth.  newschopper4 alpha caught the moment from 
afar, looking like a sunrise in the night sky. 

0:45 10/11/2021 11:19p transportation 

southwest airlines still facing major flight delays, faced them 
today, leaving many travelers scrambling to get home.  thousands 
of flights were canceled over the weekend, and the disruptions 
continue.  at least 360 flights were canceled, and at least another 
750 were delayed today.  the airline says the cancellations were 
caused by a handful of reasons. 
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2:13 10/19/2021 11:07p transportation 

congestion, cargo, and now look at this, a crash.  neighbors in 
wilmington say the pileup at the ports is turning their residential 
streets into an absolute nightmare.  nbc4’s hetty chang is in 
wilmington with how some of the neighbors are trying to stop the 
truck traffic.  reporter: this sign that says no trucks has been here 
for years, but those who live in this neighborhood say it does not 
stop the truck drivers.  they say the situation’s gotten so bad, 
they’ve put up their own signs.  this is every day, every morning, 
sunday to sunday.  it’s like this.  trucks all the time.   reporter: for 
most of the evening, we watched as truck after truck filled up the 
neighborhood streets in wilmington, waiting to unload at the ucti 
trucking company lot near east anaheim street.  it sometimes 
sounds like the house is shaking, you know.  it just rumbles as the 
trucks go by here.   reporter: the pileup here the result of the 
backup three miles away at the port of los angeles. 

0:45 11/12/2021 11:17p transportation 

as the holiday travel season ramps up, there are real concerns 
that federal vaccine mandates could bring airport operations to a 
crawl.  federal employees have until november 22nd to get fully 
vaccinated.  so far, only 60% of tsa workers meet that 
requirement.  now, if it comes down to letting some employees 
go, some tsa workers have faith those vacancies can be filled. 

3:55 11/17/2021 11:14p transportation 

let’s take a live look at lax at this hour, as the thanksgiving travel 
season kicks off tomorrow and goes for the next ten days.  this 
could be a very bumpy ride for a great many people.  in fact, 
talking to people about 2 million are expected to pass through lax 
alone.  and between a big storm, which is bearing down on the 
east coast and airline staffing shortages, delays and cancellations 
are likely.  nbc 4’s i-team reporter lolita lopez will break down the 
best way to prepare for your trip.  reporter: crowds of people, 
endless lines and frustrations that will fray your nerves.  flight 
delays and cancellations.  and we haven’t hit the first holiday of 
the season yet.  everything was a shock.  had to stay an extra 
night, more money spent.  reporter: a sign of what you should 
expect for upcoming holiday travel and here’s why.  the airlines 
are trying to meet the surge, the demand that the public wants.  
reporter: kathleen baines works with flight aware, which tracks air 
travel.  unfortunately, they’re trying to do it with a lot less people.  
reporter: she says the pandemic left mothballed airplanes in the 
desert.  pilots falling behind on training or deciding to retire among 
thousands of staff shortages, before the covid chris.  but today --  
you have to have baggage handlers, fuelling the airplanes and 
driving the fuel truck.  you’ve got to have crews out there cleaning 
the airplanes.  reporter: in this unpredictable weather, kathleen 
says there is no wiggle room now for anything to be even a little 
off.  we looked at the latest information and found cancellations in 
october jumped from less than 1% in 2019 to almost 2% this year. 

0:31 11/17/2021 11:18p transportation 

and if you’re driving, why are gas prices so high? even joe biden 
wants to know the answer to that.  he’s asking regulators to 
investigate whether oil and gas companies are participating in 
illegal conduct by profiting from high prices. 
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2:57 11/22/2021 11:07p transportation 

despite the surges, we are seeing travel not slowing down over 
the holiday weekend.  now some of the lawmakers say more 
needs to be done to keep domestic travel safe.  and tonight, 
robert kovacik joins us live from hollywood burbank airport.  
robert? reporter: as you’ve been talking about, there’s been a 
surge in covid cases.  at the same time, there’s been a surge in 
airline travel.  so what to do? we’re here at hollywood burbank 
airport where we have seen ebbs and flows throughout the night, 
but that’s not the case at lax, where it has been consistently 
packed, as we take a live look at lax right now.  consider this, a 
letter to the cdc and the faa have a handful of senators saying 
airline capacity is on its way to returning to prepandemic levels, 
but the virus and omicron variant continues to present a major 
public health threat.  and it’s time for the white house to get 
involved.  those arriving at bradley terminal at lax tonight needed 
to have shown proof of a negative covid test, regardless of 
vaccination status before their international departure.  now, what 
if there were similar demands for domestic plane travel? well, 
better get a good car.  reporter: lawmakers calling on the biden 
administration to show proof you’re vaxed or tested for all airline 
flights within the united states. 

0:19 11/22/2021 11:10p transportation 
the holiday travel rush in full force tonight as thanksgiving now is 
really just a couple of hours away.  here’s a live look at l.a. 

0:54 12/1/2021 11:04p transportation 

 we want to give you a look at that fog from news chopper 4 
alpha.  eliana marino is overhead.  reporter: at this point, lax is not 
affected.  in fact, the plane i’m going to push in there is headed 
out as we speak.  but two other airports are not so lucky, long 
beach and john wayne have had delays or cancellations tonight 
due to dense fog.  john wayne in specific has had to divert seven 
flights over to the airport, and lax, and they have had to cancel 
four flights from even taking off the ground. 

0:37 12/15/2021 11:18p transportation 

a new warning tonight about the possibility of widespread flight 
cancellations next mov months.  the 5g cellular networks would 
interfere with radar on planes.  these send out a radio signal that 
measures the distance from the plane down to the ground.  it’s 
especially important in less than ideal landing conditions. 

0:24 12/16/2021 11:19p transportation 
tonight out at l.a.x., the holiday travel rush is officially on.  on the 
left side of your screen, that’s what it looks like right now.  that’s a 
live picture.  on the right, that’s video from just a few hours ago. 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment newsmagazine which 
discusses the current news and issues in 
the entertainment business.  The program 
also profiles current stars as well as 
behind-the-camera personalities.   

NBC4 NEWSCONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime-
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Lester Holt.  There are usually 3 
segments per show, 15-20 minutes each.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:00-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 

time
Mon 9/27/21 Tue 9/28/21 Wed 9/29/21 Thu 9/30/21 Fri 10/1/21 Sat 10/2/21 Sun 10/3/21

start 

time

5:00a
Crosswave Sanit (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a Open House 5:30a

6:00a 6:00a

6:30a
One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 10/2 
6:30a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

8:30a Wild Child 8:30a

9:00a Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202140]
9:00a

9:30a
One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 9/25 
9:30a

10:00a 10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

11:30a California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p Access Daily [ad2881] 12:00p

12:30p
Access Daily jip [ad2881]  

(12:38p)
12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p Going Roggin jip Open House [#5513] 3:00p

3:30p
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p
Neuroq $59.95 9 (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

4:30p
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#8108]
4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5513] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#6536] Access Hollywood [#6537] Access Hollywood [#6538] Access Hollywood [#6539] Access Hollywood [#6540] 7:30p

8:00p 8:00p

8:30p 8:30p

9:00p The Challenge (8:53p) 9:00p

9:30p NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a
In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Richard Branson  [#04] 
12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Chicago [#3414]  (1:03a)

Dr. Hos Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

1:30a NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

2:30a
Mb 7.5 V. 1 / N (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

3:30a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Nuwave Oxypure (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

4:00a Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Neuroq $59.95 9 (Paid 

Program) 

Granite Stone   (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(Smoke and Mirrors) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NASCAR NASCAR 

Cup Series: Talladega 

Football Night In 

America

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Tampa Bay 

Buccaneers @ New 

England Patriots  

(5:22p)

Access Weekend 

[W1308] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NASCAR Countdown 

To Green 

NBC4 News

Ordinary Joe

Saturday Night Live (Owen 

Wilson & Kacey Musgraves) 

new  (8:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

vintage  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Owen Wilson & Kacey 

Musgraves) new 

Notre Dame Football 

Cincinnati @ Notre 

Dame 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19139G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

La Brea

Dateline NBC (The 

Bridge) 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2885]

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19015]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2884]

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2883]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19012]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

La Brea

New Amsterdam

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19011]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2882]

The Voice

Ordinary Joe

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19010]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Page 1 of 14
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start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/4/21 Tue 10/5/21 Wed 10/6/21 Thu 10/7/21 Fri 10/8/21 Sat 10/9/21 Sun 10/10/21
start 

time
Dr. Hos Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

Roots Less Traveled org sch 

10/9 
6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 10/9 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202141]
9:00a

NBC4 Presents Hispanic 

Heritage 
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

NASCAR Countdown To 

Green 
12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5527] 3:00p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Ota Local 2021 (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#8109]
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm
NBC4 Presents Hispanic 

Heritage 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6541] Access Hollywood [#6542] Access Hollywood [#6543] Access Hollywood [#6544] Access Hollywood [#6545] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p
Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(Secrets From the Grave)  

(10:21p)
10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Ice Cube  [#01r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Pacific Coast Highway [#3415]  

(1:03a)

Mb 7.5 V. 1 / N (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

Neuroq $59.95 9 (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Richard Pryor 5 (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Copper Titanpan 

(Paid Program) 

Lum 201A30A Lf  

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Buffalo Bills 

@ Kansas City Chiefs  

(5:22p)

The Challenge (9:44p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NASCAR NASCAR 

Cup Series: Charlotte  

(11:12a)

Football Night In 

America

Access Weekend 

[W1309] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NASCAR Countdown 

To Green 

Saturday Night Live (Kim 

Kardashian West & Halsey) 

new  (8:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

vintage  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Kim Kardashian West 

& Halsey) new 

NASCAR NASCAR 

Xfinity Series: 

Charlotte  (12:20p)

NBC4 News

The Voice

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Motor Sports Imsa: 

Vir 

NBC4 News at 5pm

La Brea

Dateline NBC (Kill 

Switch) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2890]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19137G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19017]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2889]

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2888]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19016]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

La Brea

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19014]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2887]

The Voice

Ordinary Joe (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2886]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19013]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna
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start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/11/21 Tue 10/12/21 Wed 10/13/21 Thu 10/14/21 Fri 10/15/21 Sat 10/16/21 Sun 10/17/21
start 

time
Dr. Hos Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 10/16 
6:30a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Today Show jip  (8:21a) Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202142]
9:00a

Spot on the Mon (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Neuroq $59.95 9 (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

NASCAR Countdown To 

Green 
10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Open House jip [#5528]  

(3:05p)
3:00p

Scalpmed Lf 1 T (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#8101]
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5528] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6546] Access Hollywood [#6547] Access Hollywood [#6548] Access Hollywood [#6549] Access Hollywood [#6550] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Blake Griffin  [#05] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

New York City Comeback 

[#3416]  (1:03a)

Nuwave Oxypure (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) LXTV: First Look (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

Richard Pryor 5 (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Legal Help Cent (Paid 

Program) 

Ota Local 2021 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

The Challenge (9:13p)

Dateline Weekend Mystery (A 

Promise to Helene) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NASCAR NASCAR 

Cup Series: Texas  

(10:48a)

Football Night In 

America

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Seattle 

Seahawks @ 

Pittsburgh Steelers  

(5:22p)

Access Weekend 

[W1310] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

La Brea

Saturday Night Live (Rami 

Malek & Young Thug) 

new  (8:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

vintage  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Rami Malek & Young 

Thug) new 

NASCAR Countdown To 

Green  (11:32a)

NASCAR NASCAR 

Xfinity Series: Texas  

(12:17p)

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19141G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Home Sweet Home

Dateline NBC (The 

Ascension of Mother 

God) 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2895r]

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily 

[ad2894r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19140G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

NBC News Special Report 

Captain Kirk in space  (7:45a)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2893r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19020]

The Voice

La Brea

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily 

[ad2892r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19019]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Ordinary Joe (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2891r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19018]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/18/21 Tue 10/19/21 Wed 10/20/21 Thu 10/21/21 Fri 10/22/21 Sat 10/23/21 Sun 10/24/21
start 

time
Ota Local 2021 (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 10/23 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5529] 3:00p

Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#8110]
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News 4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6551] Access Hollywood [#6552] Access Hollywood [#6553] Access Hollywood [#6554] Access Hollywood [#6555] 7:30p

NBC4 News 8:00p

The Challenge (8:35p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Calvin Johnson  [#02r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Hudson Valley [#3417]  (1:03a)

Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

Ota Local 2021 (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Dr Ho'S Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Dr. Hos Circula (Paid 

Program) 

Dr. Hos Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

NBC4 News (9:06p)

Dateline NBC (Out of the 

Darkness) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

Figure Skating Isu 

Grand Prix Of Figure 

Skating - Skate 

America 

Football Night In 

America

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Indianapolis 

Colts @ San 

Francisco 49ers  

(5:22p)

Access Weekend 

[W1311] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Motor Sports Moto 

GP: Malaysia 

NBC Sports Specials 

Fig Gymnastics World 

Championships 

Saturday Night Live (Jason 

Sudeikis & Brandi Carlile) 

new  (8:29p)

Dateline NBC (Noises in the 

Night)  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Jason Sudeikis & Brandi 

Carlile) new 

NASCAR NASCAR 

Xfinity Series: Kansas  

(11:45a)

Notre Dame Football 

USC @ Notre Dame 

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

Home Sweet Home

Dateline NBC (The 

Wrong Door) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2900]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19144G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Blacklist

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: Organized 

Crime (10:02p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2899]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19024]

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19023]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2898]

Days of Our Lives

The Voice

La Brea

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily [ad2897]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19022]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Ordinary Joe (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2896]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19021]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/25/21 Tue 10/26/21 Wed 10/27/21 Thu 10/28/21 Fri 10/29/21 Sat 10/30/21 Sun 10/31/21
start 

time
Neuroq $59.95 9 (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 10/30 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

NBC News Special Report Biden 

Budget Spending  (8:42a)
Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202144]
9:00a

Spot on the Mon (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

Soccer PL Special Inside the 

Mind Thierry Henry 
12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

Days of Our Lives jip  (1:29p) 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Open House jip [#5515]  

(3:04p)
3:00p

Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#8112]
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News 4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6556] Access Hollywood [#6557] Access Hollywood [#6558] Access Hollywood [#6559] Access Hollywood [#6560] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Recipe For Success  [#06] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look In Search of 

the Truth [3362R]  (1:03a)

Luminess Breeze (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

Join Us $30 - H (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Crosswave X7 Lf (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Ota Local 2021 (Paid 

Program) 

Oxl Ken&Conniev 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

The Challenge (8:44p)

Dateline NBC (Under a 

Halloween Moon) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NASCAR NASCAR 

Cup Series: 

Martinsville  (11:19a)

Football Night In 

America

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ 

Minnesota Vikings  

(5:23p)

Access Weekend 

[W1312] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NASCAR Countdown 

To Green 

NBC4 News (8:06p)

Access Weekend 

[W1312]

Dateline NBC (Deadly 

Circumstances) 

Saturday Night Live     

(Owen Wilson & Kacey 

Musgraves) 

Figure Skating Isu 

Grand Prix Of Figure 

Skating 

Notre Dame Football 

UNC @ Notre Dame 

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

Soccer Premier League 

Goal Zone  (11:40a)

NBC4 News at 5pm

Home Sweet Home

Dateline NBC 

(Murdaugh: Power, 

Privilege, and Scandal) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2905]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19028]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19032]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Blacklist

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show jip  

(9:10a)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2904]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2903]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19026]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

La Brea

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Access Daily [ad2902]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19029]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Ordinary Joe (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2901]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19142G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/1/21 Tue 11/2/21 Wed 11/3/21 Thu 11/4/21 Fri 11/5/21 Sat 11/6/21 Sun 11/7/21
start 

time
Ota Local 2021 (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 11/6 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

NBC Nightly News Kids Edition 

org sch 11/6 
9:30a

Nuwave Oxypure (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

NBC News Special Report Biden 

on Vaccines for Kids  (1:04p)
1:00p

Days of Our Lives jip  (1:26p) 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

Going Roggin 4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Roy Williams  [#07] 
4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5527] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6561] Access Hollywood [#6562] Access Hollywood [#6563] Access Hollywood [#6564] Access Hollywood [#6565] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

NBC4 News (9:16p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Roy Williams  [#07] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Extraordinary 

Abilities [3399R]  (1:03a)

Dr. Hos Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

LXTV: First Look (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Bst of Flip Wil (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Luminess Breeze 

(Paid Program) 

Lum 201A30A Lf  

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Dateline NBC 

(Unraveled) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Tennessee 

Titans @ Los Angeles 

Rams  (5:22p)

The Challenge (8:40p)

NASCAR NASCAR 

Cup Series: Phoenix  

(12:54p)

Football Night In 

America

Access Weekend 

[W1313] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Motor Sports 

MotoGP: Portugal 

NASCAR Countdown 

To Green  (10:29a)

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(Even the Devil Went to 

Church) 

Saturday Night Live (Kieran 

Culkin & Ed Sheeran) new  

(8:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

vintage  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Kieran Culkin & Ed 

Sheeran) new 

Notre Dame Football 

Navy @ Notre Dame  

(12:35p)

Horse Racing 

Breeders Cup 

NBC4 News

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

Home Sweet Home

Dateline NBC (Horror 

on the Lake) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2910]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19143G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

NBC News Special 

Report Colin Powell 

Funeral  (8:50a)

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Blacklist

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2909]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19030]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#19031]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2908]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

The Voice

La Brea

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

NBC News Special Report 

Presidential News 

Conference  (12:13p)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19027]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Ordinary Joe (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2906]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19025]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/8/21 Tue 11/9/21 Wed 11/10/21 Thu 11/11/21 Fri 11/12/21 Sat 11/13/21 Sun 11/14/21
start 

time
Acd Mercy Ships (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

Roots Less Traveled org sch 

11/13 
6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 11/13 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202146]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5530] 3:00p

Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Richard Pryor 5 (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Jimmie Johnson  [#08] 
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5530] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6566] Access Hollywood [#6567] Access Hollywood [#6568] Access Hollywood [#6569] Access Hollywood [#6570] 7:30p

8:00p

The Challenge (8:32p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Jimmie Johnson  [#08] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Provincetown [#3418]  (1:03a)

Oxl Ken&Conniev (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Nuwave Oxypure (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Lum 201A30A Lf  

(Paid Program) 

Crosswave X7 Lf 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

NBC4 News (9:05p)

Dateline Weekend Mystery (A 

Perfect Spot) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

Figure Skating Isu 

Grand Prix Of Figure 

Skating 

Football Night In 

America

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Kansas City 

Chiefs @ Las Vegas 

Raiders  (5:22p)

Access Weekend 

[W1314] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Soccer Women's 

Super League 

Motor Sports 

MotoGP: Spain  

(11:31a)

Saturday Night Live 

(Jonathan Majors & Taylor 

Swift) new  (8:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

vintage  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Jonathan Majors & 

Taylor Swift) new 

NBC Sports Specials 

Monster Jam 

Figure Skating Isu 

Grand Prix Of Figure 

Skating 

NBC4 News

The Wall

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Motor Sports Imsa: 

Petit Le Mans 

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Wall

Dateline NBC (The 

Doomsday Files) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2915]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19146G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19034]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Blacklist

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2914]

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2913]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19036]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

La Brea

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19033]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2912]

The Voice

The Lost Symbol 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2911]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19035]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/15/21 Tue 11/16/21 Wed 11/17/21 Thu 11/18/21 Fri 11/19/21 Sat 11/20/21 Sun 11/21/21
start 

time
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 11/20 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202147]
9:00a

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

NBC News Special Report 

Rittenhouse Verdict  (10:11a)
10:00a

Today with Hoda & Jenna jip  

(10:31a)
10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

NBC News Special Report Biden 

Infrustructure Bill  (1:01p)
Days of Our Lives 1:00p

Days of Our Lives jip  (1:25p) 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5477] 3:00p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Dr. Hos Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

LXTV: First Look Super 

Seniors [3400R] 
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5477] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6571] Access Hollywood [#6572] Access Hollywood [#6573] Access Hollywood [#6574] Access Hollywood [#6575] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Challenge (8:47p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:20p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Dan Bilzerian  [#09] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Super Seniors 

[3400R]  (1:03a)

Mb 7.5 V.3 New  (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today jip  (3:34a) Early Today Early Today Early Today
Ken And Connie  (Paid 

Program)  (3:34a)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look jip  (4:04a) Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Lum 201A30A Lf  

(Paid Program) 

Neuroq $59.95 9 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(The Dead of Night) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

Figure Skating Isu 

Grand Prix Of Figure 

Skating 

Football Night In 

America

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Pittsburgh 

Steelers @ Los 

Angeles Chargers  

(5:22p)

Access Weekend 

[W1315] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf LPGA - Cme 

Group Tour 

Championship 

The Wall

Saturday Night Live (Simu 

Liu & Saweetie) new  

(8:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

vintage  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Simu Liu & Saweetie) 

new 

Notre Dame Football 

Georgia Tech @ Notre 

Dame 

NBC4 News

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives 

(2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Wall

Dateline NBC 

(Infamous) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Access Daily [ad2920]

NBC4 News Special 

Report Police Pursuit  

(1:25p)

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19041]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Blacklist

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2919]

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2918]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19040]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

La Brea

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19038]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives 

(2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2917]

The Voice

Ordinary Joe (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2916]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19037]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/22/21 Tue 11/23/21 Wed 11/24/21 Thu 11/25/21 Fri 11/26/21 Sat 11/27/21 Sun 11/28/21
start 

time
Ken And Connie  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 11/27 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202148]
9:00a

9:30a

Today with Hoda & Jenna 10:00a

NBC News Special Report 

Ahmaud Arbery verdict  (10:32a)
10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
NBC4 News at 11am 

(11:05a)
NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live
Soccer Premier League Goal 

Zone  (11:38a)
11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Roggin’s Heroes 

Thanksgiving
Open House [#5476] 3:00p

Crosswave X7 Lf (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Steve Aoki  [#03r] 
4:30p

Football Night In America NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5476] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6576] Access Hollywood [#6577] Access Hollywood [#6578] Access Hollywood [#6580]
LXTV: First Look Family 

Owned [3393R] 
7:30p

How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas
8:00p

Roggin’s Heroes 

Thanksgiving (8:29p)
5 More Sleeps 'til Christmas 8:30p

NBC4 News Trolls Holiday in Harmony The Challenge (8:46p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#6579] NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Roggin’s Heroes 

Thanksgiving
12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Steve Aoki  [#03r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Family 

Owned [3393R]  (1:03a)

Key Contacts Ca (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Kenmore Intuiti (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Dr. Hos Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 

Multi Collagen  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Dateline NBC (Deadly 

Secret) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Cleveland 

Browns @ Baltimore 

Ravens  (5:22p)

Figure Skating Isu 

Grand Prix Of Figure 

Skating 

Football Night In 

America

Saturday Night Live     

(Kim Kardashian West 

& Halsey) 

Access Weekend 

[W1316] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Winter Sports US Ski 

& Snowboard: 

Killington 

NBC Sports Specials 

Monster Jam  (11:01a)

NBC Sports Specials 

Drone Racing League 

NBC4 News

National Dog Show

Saturday Night Live 

vintage 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

Winter Sports US Ski 

& Snowboard: 

Killington 

NBC4 News at 5pm

Saturday Night Live 

Christmas Special 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2925r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19020R]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Buffalo Bills 

@ New Orleans 

Saints  (5:28p)

Dateline NBC (No Way 

Out) 

Macy's Thanksgiving 

Day Parade

National Dog Show 

(12:02p)

Macy's Thanksgiving 

Day Parade encore 

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Chicago Med

Saturday Night Live 

Thanksgiving 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2923]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19046]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

La Brea (9:02p)

New Amsterdam 

(10:02p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19045]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2922]

The Voice

Ordinary Joe (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2921]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19044]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/29/21 Tue 11/30/21 Wed 12/1/21 Thu 12/2/21 Fri 12/3/21 Sat 12/4/21 Sun 12/5/21
start 

time
Scalpmed Lf 1 T (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 12/4 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

NBC News Special Report Biden 

on COVID variant  (9:01a)
Roots Less Traveled

NBC4 NewsConference jip 

[#202149]  (9:03a)
9:00a

Today Show jip  (9:24a) Golf PGA Tour Special 9:30a

Today with Hoda & Jenna 10:00a

NBC News Special Report Biden 

on COVID  (10:37a)
10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
NBC4 News at 11am 

(11:10a)
NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5531] 3:00p

Scalpmed Lf 1 T (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Richard Pryor 5 (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Richard Branson  [#04r] 
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm
Feature Btc Chr (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6581] Access Hollywood [#6582]
Christmas in Rockefeller 

Center
Access Hollywood [#6584] Access Hollywood [#6585]

LXTV: First Look Choose New 

Jersey [3412R] 
7:30p

8:00p

The Challenge (8:25p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Richard Branson  [#04r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Choose New 

Jersey [3412R]  (1:03a)

Mb 7.5 V.3 New  (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Richard Pryor 5 (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
18 Mb World Cla (Paid 

Program) 

Lum 201A30A Lf  

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Dateline NBC (The Figure 

in the Garage) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Denver 

Broncos @ Kansas 

City Chiefs  (5:22p)

NBC4 News (9:04p)

Golf Hero World 

Challenge 

Winter Sports US Ski & 

Snowboard: Birds Of Prey 

NBC Sports Specials 

Johnny Morris Bass 

Fishing Championship 

Football Night In 

America

Saturday Night Live     

(Rami Malek & Young 

Thug) 

Access Weekend 

[W1317] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Hero World 

Challenge 

Winter Sports US Ski & 

Snowboard: Birds Of Prey 

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 

Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

NBC4 News at 5pm

Baking It

Dateline NBC (Murder 

in the House of Gucci) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2930]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19051]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19050]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC Specials Annie 

Live! 

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Daily [ad2929]

Days of Our Lives

Christmas in 

Rockefeller Center

Kelly Clarkson Presents 

When Christmas Comes 

Around

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2928]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19049]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

La Brea

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2927]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19048]

That's My Jam (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19047]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2926]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/6/21 Tue 12/7/21 Wed 12/8/21 Thu 12/9/21 Fri 12/10/21 Sat 12/11/21 Sun 12/12/21
start 

time
Luminess Breeze (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 12/11 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
NBC News Special Report Severe 

Weather  (8:06a)
8:00a

Wild Child jip  (8:33a) 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live
Soccer Premier League Goal 

Zone  (11:35a)
11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5532] 3:00p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Money For Life- (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Blake Griffin  [#05r] 
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm
Feature Behind  (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6586] Access Hollywood [#6587] Access Hollywood [#6588] Access Hollywood [#6589] Access Hollywood [#6590] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Challenge (8:48p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:02p)
NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Blake Griffin  [#05r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Bananas' 

Reactions #3 [#3419]  (1:03a)

Multi Collagen  (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

LXTV: First Look (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:40a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:09a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Nuwave Oxypure jip  

(3:45a)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 

Crosswave X7 Lf 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(The Eastlake Conspiracy) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

Football Night In 

America

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Chicago 

Bears @ Green Bay 

Packers  (5:22p)

Golf Qbe Shootout 

Figure Skating Isu 

Grand Prix Of Figure 

Skating 

Saturday Night Live 

vintage  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Billie Eilish) new 

Access Weekend 

[W1318] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Specials 

Toyota US Open Swimming 

Winter Sports US Ski & 

Snowboard: Copper 

Golf Qbe Shootout 

Winter Sports US Ski & 

Snowboard: Copper 

NBC4 News

The Wall

Saturday Night Live (Billie 

Eilish) new  (8:29p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

The Wall

Dateline NBC (The 

Secrets of Nygard Cay) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2935]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19153G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show jip  

(7:09a)

NBC News Special 

Report Bob Dole 

Funeral  (7:54a)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Blacklist

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2934]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19055]

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19054]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show jip  (2:39a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2933]

Days of Our Lives

NBC Specials People's 

Choice Awards 

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon 

(11:37p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:39a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19053]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2932]

The Voice

Michael Buble Christmas 

Special (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2931]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19052]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/13/21 Tue 12/14/21 Wed 12/15/21 Thu 12/16/21 Fri 12/17/21 Sat 12/18/21 Sun 12/19/21
start 

time
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

NBC Sunday Night Football 

New Orleans Saints @ Tampa 

Bay Buccaneers  (5:22a)

5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 12/18 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202151]
9:00a

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

Golf Pnc Championship 

Post Game  (2:31p)
2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5520] 3:00p

Floor Police V. (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Jake Paul  [#10] 
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5520] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6591] Access Hollywood [#6592] Access Hollywood [#6593] Access Hollywood [#6594] Access Hollywood [#6595] 7:30p

Grand Crew Young Rock 8:00p

Grand Crew Kenan The Challenge (8:27p) 8:30p

Mr. Mayor 9:00p

A Very Chrisley Christmas 9:30p

American Auto (10:01p) 10:00p

American Auto 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Jake Paul  [#10] 
12:30a

American Auto (1:02a)
Copper Titanpan (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) LXTV: First Look (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

LXTV: First Look Bananas' 

Reactions #4 [#3420]  (3:02a)
Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Dormeo Topper V 

(Paid Program) 

Dr. Hos Neck Pa (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

NBC4 News (9:02p)

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(And Then There Were 

Three) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

Football Night In 

America

Golf Pnc 

Championship 

Olympic Trials Speed 

Skating  (1:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

vintage  (10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Paul Rudd  &  Charli 

Xcx) new 

Access Weekend 

[W1319] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Pnc 

Championship  

(11:29a)

NBC4 News

The Wall

Saturday Night Live (Paul 

Rudd  &  Charli Xcx) new  

(8:29p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

NBC Movie of the 

Week Sing 

Dateline NBC (The 

Overlook) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2940]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19147G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC Specials L'Oreal Paris 

Women of Worth 

NBC Specials The 

Coat of Many Colors 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2939]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19057]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5pm

Kelly Clarkson Presents 

When Christmas Comes 

Around

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2938]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19039]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19056]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Voice

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2937]

Days of Our Lives

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily [ad2936]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19043]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/20/21 Tue 12/21/21 Wed 12/22/21 Thu 12/23/21 Fri 12/24/21 Sat 12/25/21 Sun 12/26/21
start 

time
Nuwave Oxypure  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 12/25 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202152]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live
NBC News Special Report Potter 

Verdict  (11:29a)
California Live

NBC Sports Specials Monster 

Energy Supercorss Preview  

(11:20a)

11:30a

12:00p

Access Daily jip [ad2942r]  

(12:19p)
12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5519] 3:00p

Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Scalpmed Lf 1 T (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Recipe For Success  [#06r] 
4:30p

NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202152]
5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm
Feature Behind  (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6596] Access Hollywood [#6597] Access Hollywood [#6598] Access Hollywood [#6599] Access Hollywood [#6600]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Chicago [3414R] 
7:30p

American Auto 5 More Sleeps 'til Christmas
How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas
8:00p

Grand Crew Trolls Holiday in Harmony The Challenge (8:36p) 8:30p

Young Rock 9:00p

Mr. Mayor 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Recipe For Success  [#06r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Chicago [3414R]  (1:03a)

Luminess Breeze (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a)

Christmas Liturgical Glory 

Christmas at the Oakwood U  

(1:17a)
1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) Access Hollywood [#6600] 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Oxl Ken&Conniev 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Dateline NBC (The Prussian 

Blue Mystery) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Washington 

Football Team @ 

Dallas Cowboys  

(5:22p)

NBC4 News (9:07p)

Soccer Premier 

League 

Winter Sports FIS World 

Cup Alpine Skiing 

NBC Sports Specials Dew 

Tour Snowboard Slopestyle 

NBC Sports Specials Dew 

Tour Snowboard Half-Pipe 

Football Night In 

America

Saturday Night Live     

(Jason Sudeikis & 

Brandi Carlile) 

Access Weekend 

[W1320] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Specials 

Drone Racing League 

NBC Sports Specials 

US Ski & Snowboard: 

Big Air Steamboat 

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 

Week How the Grinch 

Stole Christmas 

Saturday Today

Access Weekend 

[W1320]

Olympic Trials Ski 

Jumping 

Christmas Eve at St. 

Peters Basilica In 

Rome (11:34p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Christmas Liturgical Glory 

Christmas at the Oakwood U 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19002R]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC Movie of the 

Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2945r]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Kelly Clarkson Presents 

When Christmas Comes 

Around

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2944r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19157G]

Michael Buble Christmas 

Special

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19155G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC Movie of the Week 

Illumination Presents: Dr. 

Seuss' The Grinch 

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2943r]

NBC4 News at 5pm

Saturday Night Live 

Christmas Special 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC News Special Report 

Biden on COVID  (11:42a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen jip [19152G]  

(3:11p)

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC Specials Annie 

Live! 

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2941r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19148G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2021 Schedule
Changes Highlighted From: 01/04/22

Updated: 01/04/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p
6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/27/21 Tue 12/28/21 Wed 12/29/21 Thu 12/30/21 Fri 12/31/21
start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6601] Access Hollywood [#6602] Access Hollywood [#6603] Access Hollywood [#6604] Access Hollywood [#6605] 7:30p

American Auto 8:00p

Grand Crew 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

NBC Nightly News (2:33a) 2:30a

1st Look (3:04a) 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Scalpmed Lf 1 T (Paid 

Program) 
4:30a

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (3:34a)

NBC Specials NBC 

New Year's Eve 

Special 

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (1:32a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19009R]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC News Special A 

Toast To 2021! 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily jip 

[ad2950r]  (12:07p)

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily 

[ad2949r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19150G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2948r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19154G]

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19151G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

This Is Us

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2947r]

NBC Movie of the 

Week Trolls 

That's My Jam

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily 

[ad2946r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19156G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna
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